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PREFACE 

Recently, interest in surface plasmons associated with planar, 

metal-and-dielectric structures of various configurations has expe

rienced a resurgence. Use of these guided waves as vehicles in the 

investigation of the dielectric constants of materials and the proper

ties of surface monolayers, in the design of thin-film, wavelength 

filter structures, in stimulation of nonlinear optical interactions, 

and in integrated optical applications has been examined. 

The work described here supplements the literature on surface 

plasmons by substantiating the existence of two double-interface, 

coupled, surface-plasmon polaritons as propagating, guided-wave modes 

of a particular materials structure. That structure comprises a 

thin metal film sandwiched between dielectric materials whose refrac

tive indexes are equal, or nearly equal, and which are of effectively 

infinite extent (from the perspective of the fields of the propagating 

wave). In particular, the dependence of the propagation constant 

and absorption coefficient, for double-interface surface plasmons 

propagating on thin silver films, on metal film thickness is established. 

For one mode, for which the transverse depend€nce of the electric 

field component polarized in the direction of propagation is antisymmetric 

both the propagation constant and absorption coefficient decrease 

with decreasing film thickness. For the other mode (symmetric), 

both increase with decreasing film thickness. 
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Substantial related work has been reported by other authors. 

Selected literature which discusses surface plasmons is surveyed 

here. 

Considerable effort has been devoted to the mathematical 

character of surface plasmon excitations by E. N. Economou (Economou, 

1969). Dispersion relations for surface plasmons guided by various 

coplanar structures are developed in his paper. M. Fukui, V. C. 

iv 

Y. So, and R. Normandin have calculated the lifetimes and the asso

ciated propagation lengths of the symmetric and antisymmetric surface

plasmon modes, on structures both with dielectric symmetry and without, 

i.e., air-metal-air and glass-metal-air structures (Fukui, et al., 

1979). Their work is an extension of the dispersion relations developed 

by K. L. Kliewer and R. Fuchs (Kliewer, 1967). E. Burstein and co

workers have also discussed briefly the theoretical attributes of 

the symmetric and antisymmetric double-interface surface plasmons 

in a review paper treating surface plasmons of all permutations (Burstein, 

et al., 1974). A. Otto, who did pioneering work on attenuated total 

reflection (ATR) coupling to single-interface surface plasmons, discus

ses reflectivity, transmission, and absorption in a prism-glass-metal

glass-prism coplanar configuration (Otto, 1969). D. Hall (Hall, 

1972) examined experimentally the polarization of light coupled to 

surface plasmons by means of metal surface roughness, including the 

possibility of coupling TE light under appropriate conditions. G. 

J. Kovacs, with G. D. Scott, has done extensive work, both experimental 

and theoretical, on surface plasmon excitations on multiple, coplanar, 



meta1-and-die1ectric systems. Using ATR techniques, he has observed 

the symmetric and antisymmetric modes of the thin metal film bounded 

by equal dielectrics among a host of other resonances. Of particular 

note are his incorporation of cermet layers to model the effects 

of surface roughness on ATR experimental features via the Maxwe11-

Garnett theory, and his plots of the Poynting vector for numerous 

resonant structures where surface p1asmons are present (see Kovacs 

and Scott, 1977; Kovacs and Scott, 1975a; Kovacs and Scott, 1978b; 

Kovacs, 1979; Kovacs, 1982). More recently, D. Sarid and co-workers 

have presented theoretical work on the enhancement of optical fields 

v 

at metal-dielectric interfaces by the antisymmetric double-interface 

surface-plasmon mode (Sarid, et a1., 1982). Sarid is also responsible 

for the theoretical analysis describing the decrease of intrinsic 

absorption for the antisymmetric mode with decreasing metal film 

thickness (Sarid, 1981). His group has published experimental corrobor

ation of this theory (Craig, et a1., 1983). Two other groups have 

recently reported observation of the antisymmetric surface plasmon 

by means of ATR techniques (see Quail, et a1., 1983; and Kuwamura, 

et a1., 1983). 

Few efforts which produce significant results are undertaken 

single-handedly; that of imagination and toil which has culminated 

in this dissertation should not be presumed to be among them. 

Dr. Dror Sarid is responsible for bringing to my attention the 

theoretically derived features of the coupled-surface plasmon waves, 

and for initiating the experimental investigation to show their 
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existence. Fred Van Milligen was a key contributor in the preparation 

of the silver films. Grieg Olson nurtured the development of the 

computer programs employed to analyze the results. 

Dr. James Burke carefully read, criticized, and corrected the 

original draft. Dr. Angus Macleod encouraged my effort through his 

interest in the work. 

My thanks to these people for their support. 
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Office of the Scientific Research (AFSC), The United States Air Force, 

and 'the Army Research Office, United States Army; by the National 
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ABSTRACT 

Surface-plasmon polaritons propagating on thin metal films 

bounded by dielectrics of nearly equal refractive indexes comprise 

two bound modes. Calculations indicate that, while the modes are 

degenerate on thick films, both the real and the imaginary components 

of the propagation constants for the modes split into two branches 

on successively thinner films. Considering these non-degenerate 

modes, the mode exhibiting a symmetric (antisymmetric) transverse 

profile of the longitudinally polarized electric field componen~, 

has propagation constant components both of which increase (decrease) 

with decreasing film thickness. Theoretical propagation constant 

eigenvalue (PCE) curves have been plotted which delineate this dependence 

of both propagation constant components on film thic~ness. 

By means of a retroreflecting, hemispherical glass coupler in 

an attenuated total reflection (ATR) configuration, light of wave

length 632.8 nm coupled to the modes of thin silver films deposited 

on polished glass substrates. Lorentzian lineshape dips in the plots 

of reflectance vs. angle of incidence indicate the presence of the 

plasmon modes. The real and imaginary components of the propagation 

constants (i.e., the propagation constant and loss coefficient) were 

calculated from the angular positions and widths of the ATR resonances 

recorded. Films of several thicknesses were probed. Results which 

support the theoretically predicted curves are reported. 

xiii 



CHAPTER 1 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Introduction 

The plasmon designation was originally assigned to the electro-

magnetic field accompanying a charge perturbation, called a polariton, 

propagating through a solid having a high density of free charges (a 

plasma). The propagation of the charge packet can be described mathe-

matically by the superposition of plane waves, following wave mechanic 

formalism, much in the same way as phonons are described. These coarge 

polaritons and their associated electromagnetic fields, the plasmons, 

were discovered in the search for explanations of the energy loss spectra 

of high energy electron beams after bombardment of solids. The electron 

beam scattering and absorption measurements reveal artifacts of the 

band structure of solids and the energy levels of bound electrons. 

Surface plasmons are the electromagnetic fields associatd with 

charge packet oscillations bound to the surface of the solid. The 

propagation of these fields and charges is constrained by the potential 
:~ 

of the solid-vacuum interface; or, equivalently, by the boundary condi-

tions for electromagnetic fields at interfaces. 

Two approaches are oVident, therefore, to mathematically describe 

the surface plasmon propagation. One is a consideration of the effect 

of external electric field forces combined with the electronic potential 

of the solid on the mobile charge carriers. The second is an analysis 

of the electromagnetic fields associated with the charge oscillations, 
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accounting for the properties of the solid in a more empirical way 

via its dielectric constant. The more empirical approach, employing 

Maxwell's equations and their derivative boundary conditions, including 

the material properties by means of dielectric oonstants, serves better 

for the description of surface plasmons. 

Material Constraints: The Drude Model; the Dispersion Relation 

Surf~ce plasmons propagate only on boundaries between dielectric 

materials and materials whose real component of the dielectric constant 

is negative. Passive materials all have absorption rather than gain 

for propagating electromagnetic fields. Depending on the (arbitrary) 

choice of sign for the time dependence of these fields, the dielectric 

function of these materials will have a positive or negative imaginary 

iwt -iwt component. MY convention is an e (as opposed to e ) dependence, 

resulting in a dielectric constant which lies in the lower half of 

the complex plane for absorbing materials (i.e., having a negative 

imaginary component). 

A derivation of the dielectric constant using a damped harmonic 

oscillator (i.e., a charge on a spring) driven by an external time-

narmonic electromagnetic field (the Lorentz model) is illustrative. 

Frederick Wooten's book, Optical Properties of Solids, presents a detailed 

derivation based on this model (Wooten, 1972). Newton's second law 

describing the forces acting on the oscillating charge can be written: 

.. • iUlt mx' = - kx - m r x - qE e m is an effective mass, k is the spring 

constant, r the phenomenological damping~ q .. the charge on the particle, 



and E the amplitude of the electric field; an electron is considered 

here, hence the negative sign preceding the driving term. 

A solution for this equation of the form x = A eiwt is assumed. 

Substituting it into the equation produces 

- mw2A =-kA - iwfmA - qE the connnon exponential factor has been 

dropped. Then 

A = 9 Elm 
'1t 

(w2 _ w 2) _ i rw 
o 

, with Wo = I; being the natural oscillation 

frequency. 

The induced dipole moment p = -qA = _q2 Elm 

(i - w 2) - irw o 

The polarization from a density of N oscillators is 

-lNE/m p = --~---~~-----
(w 2_w 2) _ irw 

o 

(= e: X E) • 
o 

In SI units, the relations between the permittivity, e:, the permittivity 

of free space, e:o' the relative permittivity or dielectric constant, 

e: r , and the electric susceptibility, X, are 

Thus 

and 

e: 
r 

index. 

e: == e: + e: X and e: = e: / e: 
o 0 r 0 

e: = e: 
o 

2 
q N/me: 

o 

2 
9 N/m 

,,2 " 
- n , where n is the complex refractive 
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Separating the real and imaginary parts, 

= e: i... ie: " '= 1 -e: r r r 
q

2
N 

me: 
o 

2N (-: - 2 

+ r2i) w 
e: ' = 1 

_ .9....Ei 0 

r me: w 2)2 0 ,(w -
0 

2 ~ r. r2.2~ e: " = - s...! 2l r me: ~w2 _ 0 w + 
0 

4 

, and 

As mentioned above, the imaginary component is negative in this conven-

tiona 

The complex relative permittivity~ or dielectric constant, is 

the square of the complex refractive index. 

e: = e: ' + ie: " = rt2 = (n+iK)2 = n2_K2 + i2nK 
r r r 

So~ e: ' = n2 - K2 and e: '1 - 2nK. 
r r 

Retaining the convention that results in a negative imaginary component 

of the dielectric constant constrains the complex refractive index to 

be in the fourth quadrant of the complex plane. 

A graph of these equations as functions of w may be seen in 

Wooten's book (Wooten, 1972)~ pp. 46 and 48, with the difference that 

the imaginary component presented there is positive. Similar i11ustra-

tive curves are presented in Figure 1. A region of anomalous dispersion 

occurs near w=w , surrounding the natural oscillation resonance. 
o 

Anomalous dispersion divides the response of the material's dielectric 

constant into four characteristic regions, depending on the angular 

frequency of the electric field. At the lowest frequencies, below 

the region of anomalous dispersion, where the real part of the 



e:', e:" 

e:', e:" 

-10~~----------~5~----~~~10 

hw (eV) 
2iT 

hw 
2iT (eV) 

Figure 1. Real and imaginary components of dielectric 
constant as function of w according to Lorentz 
Theory. 

The non-negative curves are the imaginary 
components, e:~'. Parameter values are: 

hw 
Top: z:!- = J 40 eV = 5.32 eV 

hw 
_0_ = 4· eVe 
21T ' 

hr r-;:-
21T ~.5 eV = .707 eVe 

Bottom: 
hw -o = O. 
ZiT 

Same as top except 
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dielectric constant is monotonically increasing with frequency in the 

usual way, the imaginary component of the dielectric constant is small. 

Consequently, the imaginary part of the refractive index is very small, 

and there is little absorption. Materials behave like transparent 

insulators in this regime. In the frequency range spanning the 

anomalous dispersion regime, where the real component of the dielectric 

constant decreases with increasing frequency, the imaginary component 

becomes quite large while the real component crosses through zero. 

Both nand k are large in this region. Materials absQrb strongly 

here. In the third frequency region, which extends from the upper 

frequency limit of the anomalous dispersion region to the frequency 

where the real component of the dielectric constant crosses zero again, 

the field frequency is significantly higher than the natural oscillator 

frequency. The photon energy is thus greater than the binding energy 

for the electrons. The electrons become free carriers and the material 

assumes a metallic reflectivity. For ionic solid insulators, e.g., 

alkali-halide salts, this frequency regime is usually in the ultra-

violet; for semiconductors, like silicon and germanium, visible light 

is of high enough' frequency, hence their shiny metallic appearance. 

The frequency at which the real component crosses zero again is 

called the plasma frequency and is given by 

OJ 2 = ~ 
p mE 

o 

This definition is obtained from the expression for E '(w), assuming 

w»wo and f- 0; "hen e;,' - 0, WO"\, -1:(. At this fr:qUency the 

real part of the refractive index is nominally zero. This means that 



the wavelength of the electromagnetic field in the material is nearly 

infinite--all the electrons oscillate in unison. Above this frequency 

the imaginary component of the dielectric constant is very small, as 

is the imaginary component of the refractive index. The material becomes 

transmitting again. 

Alteration of this theory for applicability to metals entails 

omitting the spring constant, accounting for the unbound nature of 

electrons. This effectively sets the natural oscillation frequency, 

W , to zero. This is the Drude model for metals. The expressions o 

for the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant become 

and 

respectively. 

Below the plasma frequency €r' is negative, the imaginary 'component 

of the refractive index is large, and the metal is highly reflective. 

Above the plasma frequency, €r' is positive while €r" is very small; 

K is very small and the metal becomes transparent. This behavior around 

the plasma frequency is reminiscent of that evidenced by the Lorentz 

theory for insulators discussed previously. For silver, the plasma 

frequency is influenced strongly by contributions to the dielectric 

constant from an inner shell of electrons, moving it to 9.43 x 10 14Hz 
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from 2.22 x 1015 Hz, the result calculated considering the conduction 

electrons alone. In aluminum the plasma frequency is much higher, 

3.55 x 1015 Hz. 

A surface plasmon propagating on a single metal-dielectric 

interface has a dispersion relation 

a '" k J e: r2 e: r3 
o e: r2+e:r3 

8 

In this expression a is the component of the propagation constant which 

is parallel to the guiding interface, k is the magnitude of the wave
o 

27T vector in vacuum (ko = ~), and e: r2 and e:
r3 

are the complex dielectric 
o 

constants of the metal and the dielectric, respectively, and are 

frequency dependent. (This relation will be derived later.) For real 

materials, the dielectric constants will usually be complex, especially 

in the case of metals. Hence, a is also complex. The imaginary com

ponent of a represents the rate of decay of the surface plasmon as it 

propagates. For an ideal planar', non-scattering interface bounded 

by semi-infinite materials this decay is due solely to absorption in 

the metal. For usable surface waves, this absorption must be kept 

as small as possible. 

A sketch illustrates the dependence of a on the choice of 

Er2' the complex dielectric constant of the metal, assuming 

E
r3 

= 2.25 is fixed; see Figure 2. (E
r3 

= 2.25 is typical of 

connnon glass.) Omitting the k factor to keep all the relevant 
o 

points on the graph, two cases are shown. The first case illus-

trates the results for a metal whose dielectric constant is nearly 



6 =k t: r2 €r3 
k. suppressed in sketch 

€ 0 o € 
+ r2 r3 

N = €r2 €r3 

D = € + € r2 r3 

R = N/D 

3 = JR 
Im 

a 
€r2 €r3 

Re 
Na 

Q Dao 
S b x 

Q ga 
€b 
r2 x Db x 

Nb x 
Rb x 

Ra 
0 

Polar coordinate locations: 

sa at (2.343, - 8.045°) 

eb at (1.732, - 18.432°) 

Figure 2. Low loss criterion 

o locations indicate values of terms resulting 
from choice of'€;2 

x locations indicate values of terms resulting 
from choice of €b

2 , r 
b Note greater imaginary component of S 

compared to S'a. 
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,'.a = a • Ra N
a a negative real, denoted by €r2. e:r3 ;.l'I e:r2 e:r3 ' =-

na 

The second case, denoted by the same symbols, superscript 

b, illustrates the results for a metal whose dielectric constant has 

a significantly larger (negative) imaginary component. Clearly, Sa 

has a smaller imaginary component than ~, and represents a surface 

wave with less absorption and a greater propagation distance. Use 

of metals with dielectric constants nearer the negative,rea1'axis 

will result in longer-propagating surface plasmons. 

10 

To further investigate the dependence of the complex prop,aga,tion 

constant of single interface surface plasmons on the dielectric constant 

of the metal, two computer programs were written. The first program 

calculates and plots, in the complex plane, contours of constant magni-

tude and of constant phase of S (the plasmon propagation constant) 

as functions of the complex dielectric constant of the metal. (The 

dielectric constant of the dielectric material is held fixed, and real.) 

The second program calculates and plots similar contours, but of constant 

real and imaginary components of S. These contour plots are shown 

and discussed in Appendix A. In addition to reinforcing the observation 

that metal dielectric constants nearer the negative real axis result 

in lower loss propagation for surface plasmons, the contours indicate 

that metals whose dielectric constants are appreciably greater in magni-

tude than that of the bounding dielectric material will also support 

low-loss surface plasmons, despite having substantial imaginary compo-

nents. 
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This latter fact greatly increases the choice of usable metals. 

Most metals have dielectric constants whose imaginary components are 

close enough in magnitude to their real components that their sum lies 

in the middle of the third quadrant of the complex plane, particularly 

for visible wavelengths. However, both components are, for most metals, 

two or three orders of magnitude larger than common dielectric constants 

for dielectric materials. Consideration of surface plasmon propagation 

on these metals is not unrealistic. 

Presumably, metals which will support low-loss, single-

interface surface plasmons will also support double-interface (coupled) 

surface plasmons with low-loss pro~agation. A view of the double-. 
interface plasmons as two single-interface plasmon waves coupled via the 

perturbation of each mode by the introduction of an 2dditional, some- . 

what remote, boundary is compelling support for this presumption. The 

expression for the dependence of S on the dielectric constant of the 

metal for double-interface surface plasmons is difficult to analyze, 

even numerically. Plots of S vs. s for this case may confirm intuition; 

they have not yet been produced. 

The damped free-~lectron Drude model for metals produces 

curves which plot the real and imaginary comp~nents of the dielectric 

constant versus frequency. The dependence of the propagation constant 

of a surface plasmon on the dielectric constant of the metal which 

supports the wave, discussed in preceding paragraphs, determines which 

section of those curves are appropriate for low-loss surface plasmon 

propagation. This region lies below the plasma frequency (typically 
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at frequencies at least as high as the near ultraviolet) and above 

the region of anomalous dispersion. The plasma frequency is dependent 

on the free carrier density and the carrier effective mass. The width 

of the anomalous dispersion region, only half of which is apparent 

in the Drude model above zero frequeny, is dependent on the phenomeno-

logical damping, represented by r in the preceding derivation. r 

is, in fact, the reciprocal of the mean time for collisions of the 

electrons. 

The dielectric constants of real metals diverge from the frequency 

dependence predicted by the Drude model in some regions due to interband 
• 

transitions of the lower energy level, bound electrons. These anomalies 

in effect force the choice of appropriate metals for surface plasmon 

propagation to be based on empirical rather than predicted values of 

the dielectric constant. An extensive compilation of dielectric constant 

and refractive index values for a large assortment of metals is published 

in the April 1, 1983 issue of "Applied Optics" (Orda1 et ale, 1983). 

Theoretical Approaches to Coupled Surface Plasmon Waves 

Introduction 

More than a few different problems may be posed which pertain 

to the mathematical description of coupled surface plasmon waves. 

Establishing the existence of the coupled plasmon solutions for waves 

bound on a free-standing structure, a metal film confined by two semi-

infinite dielectrics, and the dependence of the propagation constant 
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eigenvalues on film thickness, is the most fundamental problem. Various 

perturbing factors may be added to the physical description of the 

problem to alter the analysis. A list of these factors includes: 

the presence of a coupling prism to facilitate exciting the guided 

wave mode; the effects on in-coupling produced by a spatially truncated 

or apodized incident beam; the effects on in-coupling of phase variations 

across the incident wavefront; and the influence on coupling of a non-

uniform (e.g., tapered) gap between the coupling prism and the waveguide. 

The analysis of the integrated intensity, or of the spatial profile, 

of the light reflected from a coupling prism-waveguide structure is 

• 
an important model supporting the experimental technique. In addition, 

description of the field amplitudes and phases, and of the Poynting 

vector magnitudes and directions, as a function of position across 

the waveguide structure is enlightening. 

Not all of these problems will be broached here. The theoretical 

existence of the modes of interest will be demonstrated first. Three 

approaches will be presented. The existence of the coupled plasmon 

modes can be treated by modification of the familiar dielectric waveguide 

problem to account for complex dielectric constants. It can be realized 

by inspection of the Fresnel reflection expressions in the light of 

a particular restriction on the initial conditions. Last, it can be 

developed as a coupled mode problem, perturbing the single-interface 

surface plasmon with the presence of another parallel boundary, 

separating the metal and a second semi-infinite dielectric. 
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A brief discussion of the solution of the single-surface plasmon 

problem may help provide familiarity with the mathematical approaches 

and an intuition about the physical attributes of these surface waves. 

Before launching the mathematics, however, a geometry will be defined 

that will be used consistently throughout the derivations. It appears 

in Figure 3. €2 is the dielectric constant of the metal; €, and €3 

are the dielectric constants of the dielectric materials; the metal 

thickness is d, with the origin of the coordinate axes located 

x 

d/2 

, 
z 

y 

€3 

€2 

€ 

1 

Id .. . 

Figure 3. Surface-plasmon waveguide geometry. 

~ is the dielectric constant of the metal; 
~ and € are the dielectric constants of the 
~oundin~ dielectrics. 

halfway between its surfaces. Guided wave propagation will be in the 

z direction; the x-axis is perpendicular to the material boundaries. 



are 

and 

SI units will be used. In this system, Maxwell's equations 

aB 
V'xE=-at 

aD 
V' x H = at + J , 

E is the electric field, D the electric displacement, B the magnetic 

induction, and H the magnetic field. The constitutive equations are 

D = € E + P = t::E = € (1 + X) E o 0 

H = ..1.B-M 
llo 

P = € oxE 

The relative permittivity (dielectric constant) €r = €/€o; it is also 
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~2 
equal to the square of the refractive index, €r = n. Both are generally 

complex. The notation used will be era = €;a + i€;~ where the subscript 

'a' denotes the material under consideration, one prime (') indicates 

the real component, and two primes (") indicates the imaginary component. 

The r subscript will be suppressed hereafter for convenience, unless 

otherwise noted. Also n = n + iK where n represents the real and a a a a 



Ka the imaginary component of the refractive index of material 'a'. 

M, the magnetic dipole lOOment density, p, the externally introduced 
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charge density, and J, the current density, will be zero for the problems 

considered. 

Surface plasmons on smooth boundaries exist only for transverse 

magnetic (TM) polarized electromagnetic fields. This can be shown 

by pursuing the dispersion relation derivation for transverse electric 

J 2 2 J 2 2 (TE) polarized fields to the result ko ~.-a = ko Ez-13 , implying 

€3 = €2; no boundary I Pursuing the dispersion relation derivation 

for TM polarized fields is more gratifying. The H fields for the ~ingle 

boundary surface plasmon on the €2 to €3 boundary at x = d/2 are 

H3 = yH
3 

eiwt-iSz-Y3x in material 3, and 

H- = 1H- eiwt-iSz+in2x in material 2. 
2 2 

n2 = Jko
2€2-a2 and Y3 = JS2-ko2 €3 are the components of the k-vector 

in materials 2 and 3, respectively, which are perpendicular to the 

boundary; S is the component parallel to the boundary. The corresponding 
-+-

-+- aE 
electric fields are obtained from 'iJ x H = € at: 

iy 
(z __ 3 + x'_S_) H3 eiwt - iSz - Y3x ; 

W€3 W€3 

-+- 112 
E (

A, 

2 
= z--

W€2 

iwt-iSz . + illziC 
+ x _S_ ) H2 e 

W€2 



Applying the boundary conditions which require continuity across the 

interface of the Hand E field components which are parallel to it 

produces 

These two equations reduce to Incorporating the defining 

relations for Y3 and nZ' i JS2-k02~ = ~ko2g2-SZ. Then (-a2+k0
2€3)€22 

0: 1 € Z 

= (k 2:- 02) C' 2 so 0 =" I€Z €3. Si d d ib t' 1 o -2-~ J' p ~o ' nce €2 an €3 escr e ma erla 
€Z-+S3 

properties and are frequency dependent the above expression for 3 ~s 

the dispersion relation for single boundary surface plasmons. As men-

tioned above, a similar derivation for TE waves has a null result. 

The frequency dependence of €2 in the free electron model can 

be introduced in the above expression. A plot of S vs. (JJ will be a 

17 

guide for expectations of real metals. €2(w) has been developed earlier: 

This gives 

e = ko j (€; +. ie:; i) €3 
r r r 

. €z + €3 + i€ Z 

(JJ 
= 

C 

? 
ifww-

P 
~ 2? '++r -w w 

-1 i·han. e -, 
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16 Assuming E = 2.25, w = 1.52 x 10 rad/sec. (lOeV photon 
2 p 

energy), and r = 3.04 x 1013 rad/sec. (0.02 eV photon energy), and 

using k = w/ c, the plot of S(w) which appears in Figure 4 is produced. 
o 

The real and imaginary components of e are both shown. The light line, 

S=nw/c, is drawn. The asymptote for S'(w) at w=wpll 1+e:3 = 8.43xl015 

is also drawn; this value is obtained by assuming that E ,,2 is 
2 

2 negligible compared to (£2'+£3) near the maximum value of S'(w) (a 

questionable assumption), then sett:i.ng E2 ' + E3 = 0 to produce 
w 2 wp 

S' = 00 E2 '(W) ~ l~ , so w= {1+E
3 

at the asymptote. 
W 

Double Interface Surface Plasmons: The Waveguide Approach 

The complete solution for the dispersion relation for the 

double- interface coupled-surfaced-plasmon mode prohibits TE field 

propagation (Fano, 1941; Kliewer and Fuchs, 1967, 1968; Kovacks, 1982). 

Intuitively, this is reasonable since the mode is the combination of 

two single-surface excitations. Consequently, fields for the two-

boundary-waveguide solution will be written assuming TM polarization. 

There are four propagating waves of interest. In material 

1, the H field is 
+ ~ iwt-iSz+rl x 
HI = yH

l 
e , which decays to zero at x = _00. In 

material 2, there are two waves: 
iwt-iSz-in nX + + ,.. + L:-

H2 = yH2 e , propagating in the positive x direction, 
+ _ iwt-iSz+ire x 
H2 = YH2- e . propagating in the negative x direction. 



w=w/Jl+E3 
15 

= 8.43 x 10 

I 
\ 

s= 1.5w.'c 

, , 
" 

" " 

o~----------------~~~~~--------~--------~ 
2 x 101 

w 

Figure :4. S' (solid line) and S" (dotted line) vs W for 
single surface plasmon at metal to glass inter
~ace. -

Glass refractive index n = 1.5. Metal dielectric 
constant given by Drude model with plasma 
frequency wp = 1.52 x 1016/sec and damping 
coefficient-r = 3.04 x 1013 sec. A vertical 
line is drawn at the plasma frequency. The 
light line for glass, S = 1.5 w/c, is also 
drawn. 
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In material 3, the 3 field is H3 
~ :il.U t-iB 21- Y3X 

= y33e , which decays to 

zero at x :~. The relative amplitudes of the coefficients will be 

determined by application of the boundary conditions •. In these expressions, 

a is the component of the k-vector which is parallel to the material 

interfaces and 712 ' Y l' or '(3 is the component which is perpendicular 

to them. Because the dielectric constant of the materials may be complex 

and the fields are established so that they decay to zero at ±~ , 8, n, 

and Y may often be complex as well. In any case, the expressions 

,., 2 + .:12 = 
"2 ~ and 2 

y 0 2 ~2k 2· 
~ ::-n 

o 

.2.!. A where ko = A and' is the vacuum wavelength, are always valid. 
o 0 

~he boundary conditions for determining the fields and the 

characteristic equation, which specifies the conditions for propagation, 

are that the components of the electric and magnetic fields parallel 
+ + aE 

to the boundaries be continuous across them. Using vxH :€ at and 

incorpor~ting a common eiwt time dependence for the 3 and E fields, 

the E fields are determined from the 3 fields written above. 

++ 
E = 2 



The z component of the electric field is parallel to the boundary. 

Application of the boundary conditions at x = d/2 and x = -d/2 produces 

the following four equations. 

H3 
y3d/2 + in2d/ 2 

+ H; 
-in2d/2 

e = H e e 
2 

_iYl ,y
l
d/2 -n 2 + -in2d/2 n i n2d/2 

-'H e = --H e +_2 H- e wEl 1 WE 2 2 WE 2 2 

iY3 y3d/2 -n2 + in 2d/2 n2 
H; 

-in2d/2 
-H = -- H e +- e 
WE3 3 e WE 2 2 WE 2 

This is a system of four equations in four unknowns. From 

it two sets of relations can be found: the relative amplitudes of 

the four field components, and the characteristic equation which gives 

the dependence of the propagation constants on the material parameters. 

The firs t and third equations can be combined to yield both 

H + 
H (n2El +iy 1 E2 ) (Yl+in 2)d/2 

= e 
2 1 2n2El 

and 

H; = H ( n2E1+iY1E2 
1 2n2E1 ) e 

(y1-in2)d/2 

Then the t~trd equation yields 

A word of caution: 

the strict convention has been reverted to here, under which 

Ei = EriEo and Eri is the usual dielectric constant, the square of the 

refractive index. 
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Setting the determinant of the four equations equal to zero 

gives the characteristic equation. The four unknowns are conveniently 

chosen to be H" H2+, H2-, and H
3

• The resulting determinant is 

o 

o 

o -n -in d/2 2 2 -e 
UlE 2 

iY3 y 3d/2; 
-- e 
UlE3 o 

-n -in d/2 2 2 
-- e 
UlE2 

Equating the determinant to zero and cancelling two factors, which 
iy,d/2 iY3d/2 

are common to all terms, (e and e ), then regrouping the 

terms gives 

= 0 . 

22 
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Written in terms of sines and cosines this equation becomes 
n2€1 n2€ 3 
--+--

Tan (a '+ b) 

€2Yl €2Y3 

n2€1 n2€3 
1--...;...;...--"-

€2Yl€2Y3 

tan Ca >+ tan <b ) 
= l-tan G)tan (b)' 

Using the arctangent operator on both sides produces 

, _1(n2€1\) _1(n2€3) 
n2d = tan €2Yl + tan €2Y3 + m1T, which is the characteristic 

equation. (The m1T term accounts for the multivalued nature of the 

arctangent function.) 

To get the solutions for the coupled plasmon waves, a complex 

value of €2 is introduced. This causes 13, and consequentlyY l' Y 3' 

and n2 , to be complex, too. The arctangent of a complex number is 

difficult to evaluate analytically, and the roots of the characteristic 

equation must be found numerically. The usual approach is to choose 

the metal thickness, d , and use i tera ti ve methods to find Y1, Y 3' 

~ and 13. A different approach, devised by Dror Sarid (Sarid, 1981) 

which takes advantage of a mathematical reorganization of the char-

acteristic equation, simplifies the solution process. Robert Deck 

(Deck, 1982a) is responsible for indicating Sarid's contribution. 



The last equation above, multiplied through by 2i and used as 

the exponent becomes 

i2n~d i2 tan-1 (p) 
e = e e 

-1 i2tan (q) 

where p and q 

Then 
i2n 2

d 1 1 1 
e = [cos(2tan- (p» +d.sd.n (2tan- '(p»] [cos (2tan- (q» 

+ d.sin (2tab-1 (q»] 

= [cos2~ - sin2~ + i2sin~ cos~ ][cos2~ -sin2~ p p p p q q 

+ i2sin~ cos~] , .' q q 

with ~ = tan-1 (p) and ~ = tan-1 (q). From the sketch in Figure 5, 
p q 

the cosine and sine terms can be evaluated, giving 

e 

= 

(1 - p2 _ i2p) (1-g2_i2q) 

(1+p2) (1+q2) 

[(1_p2)(1_q2)_4pg] + i [2p(q2_1)+2g(p2_1)] 

(1+p2) (1+q2) 

_ I; = I; '+ il;" = h' 2+1; , , 2 e 

1;" 
itan-1 (~) 

24 

Taking the logarithm of both sides, then equating the real and imaginary 

parts, gives 



p 

Figure 5. Sketch to aid evaluation of the sine and 
cosine of an arctangent 
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Using the last two equations, 

and 

{
n2 '.enlt; I}= ~ 

tan -"iT t; , 
n 

2 

d = --..... , ..... ,-
2n 2 

2 '2 2 n2, and n2 I I are dependent on a = a I + i'l3' I via n2 = n ko 
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13 2• t; = t;' + it;" also depends on a by a more convoluted, but straight

forward, algebraic evaluation. Solutions to the complex characteristic 

equation are obtained by first specifying the material co{n~ta;nts anf " 

choosing a set of values for 131. For each 13 ' value, tan n
2

".en lt;1,= t;f; , 
2 ' 

is implemented in an interative-SOI!e.e~I~futer program to acquire the 

associated value of 13 1 '. Then d = 2n " '~ives the corresponding 
2 

thickness for this complex propagation constant. 

These results have appeared graphically in two forms: with 

~, along the abscissa, and a" and d on the ordinate (Sarid et al., 

1982 ); and with d along the abscissa, and 5' and a' I on the ordinate 

(Craig et al., 1983) (Sarid, 1981). An example of the solutions graphed 

in the second way appears in Figure 6. 

Double Interface Plasmons: The Fresnel Equation Approach 

This approach was devised by Robert Deck (Deck, 1982), who 

has assisted with the theoretical understanding of the coupled surface 

plasmon wave. It is an elegant and insightful derivation and contributes 

to the completeness of the mathematical description. 
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Figure 6. Real (dotted line) and imaginary (solid line) parts 
of the propagation constant· @' and a "), for the 
two coupled-surface plasmon solutions of a thin 
silver film between similar dielectrics, as they 
depend on silver thickness 

Dielectric constants: g = 2.2569 
gl = -lB.744-i 0.6062 

2 
g = 2.2552 

3 
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The Fresnel equations for reflection and transmission of an 

electromagnetic wave incident on a discontinuous boundary between two 

materials may be combined with phase terms accrued by the wave in propa-

gating across materials interposed between boundaries to produce general 

expressions for the reflection from,or transmission through, any multiple 

material, layered system. The expression for reflection from a two-

boundary system is 

for TM polarized fields. n2 and d, as before, are the transvers~ com

ponent of the k-vector, and the thickness, for the €2 layer. rab is 

the coefficient for reflection from a single boundary between layers 

'a' and 'b'· r = , ab 
€bna - €anb 

€bna + €anb 
Neither the material dielectric con-

stants nor the transverse components of the k-vector in each material 

must be real: 2 - a • 
A nonradiating wave guided by a planar structure may be viewed 

as a wave which has a reflected field but no incident field. Figure 7 

helps to clarify this assertion. Applied to the expression for 

reflection from a two-boundary system, infinite reflectivity is 

indicated. This condition is achieved by setting the denominator of 
i 2n2d 

that expression equal to zero. So r
12

r
23 

e =-1; or, 

since 

1 Now 



" A. ..... 

Dne aurfaoe 

Se~ denomiMo~or ~o zero ~ = 

Two surfaoea 

Subs~i~u~e for r., aMd ~ ... 
Se~ deMomino~or ~o zero 

~~'h - "" ., .. 

'., .. + E, 'I'" 

Figure 7. Illustration of the infinite reflectivity 
concept 

The dashed ray indicates the missing incident 
beam. 
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e:bn a - e: ~nb 
rab = e:bna +e:anb 

When the 'a' material is the metal (dielectric constant e:
2

), then the 

previously used convention.' is to write nb = i Y b" and 

1 + i 
e:aYb 
e:
bna r = ----------~=-

ab 1 _ e:aYb 
e:bna 

2 
1 - P -i2p 

1 + p2 

i2</> 
e P, with p 

30 

allowing p and </>' to be complex. Setting the real and imaginary parts p 

of t~is equation equal and rearranging terms, 

the several lines of preceding equations 

i2~d 
e = e 

-1 i2tan (p) 
e 

-1 i2tan (q) 

tan</> = p. 
p 

e: l n2 where p now represents only the interface factor ---- and q 
e: 2 Y 1 

Combining 

This is the same expression with the same definitions which resulted 

from the waveguide analog approa:ch. The completion of the problem 

reverts to the techniques employed there. 
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Double Interface Surface P1asmons: The Coupled Mode Approach. 

This section relies preponderantly on mathematical expressions. 

The formalism, which consists of a perturbation theory analysis with 

the polarization perturbed by changes in the material structure, draws 

heavily from Ammon Yariv's development in his book, Optical Electronics 

"crariv, 1976, Chapter 13). 

The geometry will remain the same as described in previous 

sections. The initial expressions for the fields should also look 

familiar. The single-boundary surface plasmon fields for each interface, 

presuming the absence of the second boundary, will comprise the initial 

field description. The polarization induced by the introduction of 

the second boundary will perturb each of the initial fields and cause 

coupling between them. In coupling, the propagation constants will 

be changed according to the strength of the perturbation; that is, 

dependent on the separation of the second boundary from the first. 

+ 

The fields associated with the boundary at x ::: d/Z are: 

iUlt-iSz-Y3x 
::: yH

3 
e and 

(; ~Y3 + ~ -S-)H3 
iUlt-iSz-y

3
x 

E ::: e 
3 Ule: 3 

in material 3; 
UI€3 

+ 
iUlt-iSzioi'nZx 

HZ ::: y HZ e 

+ C "2 • e ) 
iUlt-iSz+i l'lZx 

EZ 
::: z--+x--H e 

Ule: Z Ule: 2 2 

H3 
(in2+v 3)d/2 

::: HZ e 

in material Z. 
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To calculate the correct values for the coupling coefficients 

later, the power must be normalized to 1 watt per unit width (in the 

y direction) in the mode. So 

m m 

t I H'y Ex * dx ::0 1, or 2~- f H/I€ dx ::0 1. (€ is the permittivity 
_00 _ co 

here, not the relative permittivity.) The result 6f the integration is 

4(.1) 

and Re {Y3}>O. If the substitution Y
2 
~ i n2 

is made, then 

The fields -d and normalization for the x = 12 boundary are very 

similar. The equations will not be presented here. 

From Maxwell's equations and the constitutive equation 

D = €E = € E+P the wave equation can be written in terms of the electric 
o 

field and the polarization: 

,,2E ::0 a
2

E a
2P

T 1.l€ -- +].1--
o at 2 dt2 

The total polarization (PT) will be split into two components so that 

PT = P + P ; P = (€-€ )E = € (€ -l)E is the polarization induced by o p 0 0 0 r 

the field E in an Unperturbed waveguide; Pp = PT'+ €oE - sE is the 

polarization induced by the material perturbation, either a change in 

dimension or in dielectric constant. Selecting the z component of 

the wave equation and using these definitions of the polarization, 
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(1) 

giving a relation between the electric field and the perturbation 

polarization. The entire development which follows is equally valid for 

the x component of the E field since the materials are all isotropic. 

Now E is expanded in terms of the modes of the unperturbed 
z iwt-iS z 

waveguide, i.e. E (x) = 2{A (z) E vex) e v}. Each eigenfunction z \) Z 
v 

(each team in the sum) satisfies the complete wave equation 

2 a 2E a 2p 
'V E =-\.11:: -- + J,J.--

o at 2 at 2 

Extracting the z component, making use of P = I:: XE and E= I:: (1+0 to 
o 0 

replace the polarization team with an E field expression, then e~alu-

ating the derivatives where possible results in 

2 v 2 v - B E (x) = -J,J.I::W' E.' (x) 
'v z . z 

(2) 

The next step is to substitute the modal expansion expression 

into Equation 1, instead. The result is 

The first term in the sum is zero using Equation 2. To proceed, 

the approximation that A (z) is slowly varying in z is made, i.e. v 

CiA (z) d
2

A (z) _..:.v __ » ___ v-::--

dz dz2 

(3 ) 
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Physically, although the growth (or depletion) of anyone modal can-

ponent of the total guided field may occur quickly, it is prohitited 

from changing that growth rate abruptly. This is tantamount to re-

quiring that the perturbation remain small and of reasonably consistent 

nature at contigual pos"ifions along the propagation direction. Abrupt 

changes may occur in waveguide problems; this theory is not adroit in 

describing them. 

The remaining expression, having dropped the term containing 

is 

-i26 v 

ciA (z) 
v 

dz 
E v (x) e - i6 v z 

z 

A review of what has transpired to this pOint may be clarifying. 

(4 ) 

First, an expression relating the z component of the total propagating 

electric field to the z component of the perturbing polarization was 

derived, Equation 1. Second, the z component of the total electric 

field was expressed as a summation of the z components of the modal 

fields of an unperturbed waveguide. (The completeness of these modal 

fields validates the expansion.) Third, this expansion was substituted 

for the z-component electric field in the complete wave equation (the 

x and y component terms were discarded) producing Equation 2. Last, 

the modal expansion was substituted into the equation containing only 

the perturbation part of the polarization, Equation 1, as well, to 

give Equation 3. Several terms of this equation were eliminated by 

consideration of Equation 2, and another by a slowly-varying amplitude 



approximation. The last expression, then, shows how, collectively, 

the z-dependent amplitude coefficients of the modal fields of the 

unperturbed waveguide vary in order to account for the perturbation 

polarization. 

To see how an individual modal component varies due to the 

perturbation, multiply Equation 4 through by a modal component field 

E v chosen from {E v} and integrate both sides over x on the infinite 
z z 

interval. Note the orthogonality expression 

dx E v(x) E ~(x) = 2wu C 
. z z Sv V, U 
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(See Yariv's equation 13.2-8 (Yariv, 1976)), where 0 is the Kronecker 
V,Jl 

delta function.) The result is, after redistribution of some· multi-

plicative factors, 

dAV(z) 

dz 

iwt-iS z v 
e i 3

2

2 
jdX E v(x)P (x) 

4w at z pz 
co· 

Proceeding, construct the perturbing polarization for the 

(5) 

coupled surface plasmon problem· P =P -P =P +~ E - £E as shown , pz Tz oz Tz 0 z z 

earlier. P
T 

= (£ -£ )E , with £ -the perturbed dielectric constant, 
Z p 0 z P . 

so P =(£ -£ )E -(£-£ )E • Assume that the total field is the sum 
pz p 0 z 0 z 

(or difference) of the individual modal fields, disregarding coupling. 

E = A(z)Ea (x) eiwt-iSaz + B(z) Eb(x) eiwt-iSbz 
z z z 

where "a" subscripts and superscripts indicate the fields associated with 

the £1-£2 boundary at x = -d/2 , and "b" superscripts and subscripts, 
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boundary at x=d/2. With € (x) the initial dielectric conra 

stant profile for mode "a" (A(z) amplitude coefficient, propagating 

on x = -d/ 2 interface), Erb(x) the initial dielectric constant profile 

for mode "b" (B(z) amplitude coefficient, x = d/2 interface), and 

E (x) the perturbed dielectric constant profile, rc 

Ppz .. €o (€rc(x)-l) [A(Z)E:(x)eiwt-i8aZ + B(Z)E:(X) eiwt-i8b~ 

-:'0 (€r.a(x)-l) [A(Z)E:(X)e iwt-i8 az J- €o(€rb(X)-l)~(Z)E~(X) 
eiwt-i8bZ] 

This reduces to 

p 
pz 

iwt = e 
- -if3 Z 

€ lA(Z)Eaz(X) (€ (x)-€ (x» e a 
.0 rg ra 

b - if3bz J + B(z)E (x)(€ (x) - Erb(X)) e . 
Z rc 

Substitute this expression into Equation 6· 

-iwe: [rex> 2 
dA _ 4 0 dxA(z)Ea (x)(€ (x)- € (x)) 
dz - . Lex> z rc ra 

r
ex> b a -i (8 -13 ) zl 

+ dxB(z) E (x)E (x) (€ (x)-e: b (x») e b a J ) z z rc r 

""ex> 

Making these identifications (as per Yariv) : 
ex> 

w€ r b 
K b = _0 (€ (x)-e: b(x) Ea(x)E (x)dx • 

a 4) rc r z z 
ba -co ra 

W€ fex> a 
M = -40 (€ (x)-e: (x) ~Eb (x») 2 S rc ra z 

-ex> . rb 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 



Then 

-i(S -8 )z 
dA _ -iK B e b a -iM A. 
dz - ab a 

A similar sequence of algebra will produce 

dB i(Sb-S )z 
- :: -iK Ae a - iM B. dz ab -0 

The M terms represent correction terms to Sa and Sbo They may be 

inc~rporated into the E fields as follows. 

A prescribed by Yariv, write 

It is profitable to regroup the factors: 

-iwt-iS z 
E~(x)e b 

The factors in brackets can now be considered as new, z-dependent 

coefficients 

Equation 6 is now used to obtain 

co 

a b 
E (x)E (x) (E (x)-e: b(x)) 

z z rc r + I dx 
00 

e 
-iCe -13 )z 

b a 
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Except for the amplitude coefficients, this equation matches Equation 

6, and Equations 7 and 8 can be used to produce 

-iM z -iM z 
d[A(z)e a] = e a dA(z) -iM A(z)e-iMaz 

dz dz a 

which becomes 

dA 
dz 

Similarly, 

-iMbz e-i(Sb-Sa)Z _ = -iKabB(z)e 

i«Sb+K) - (8 +M ))z dB -0 a a . 
= -iK.aA e ciz -0 

iM A(z) e 
a 

For convenience, define 20 (Sb +~)- (S a +Ma) so that 

dA(z) 
-i2o'z 

= - iK B',(z) e dz ab 

and 
i2 c5z 

-iM z 
a 

(9) 

dB(z) 
= - i~aA(Z) e 

da" 
(10) 

Also define Sa' = Sa + Ma and Sb' = 8b + ~) so that 28 = 8b '-Sa' 

and 

iwt- iBa'z b iwt-iS'bz 
E = A(z)Ea(x) e + B(z) E (x) e z z z 

It will be convenient to know that Kab = ~a. This is demon-

strated by requiring that the total power carried by the two modes 

relnain constant with z, i.e.,~z </A/ 2 + IBI2) = O. Writing this 



expression explicitly, and incorporating the coupling equations above 

to ~liminate the derivatives, AB* ei20Z(iKab-iKba) + C.c. = 0; 

therefore Kab = ~a=K. 

There exists some field Ez(x), a linear combination of 
a -is' z -i8' z 

E (x)A(z)e a and Eb(x)B(z)e b, 
z z 

which is an eigenfunction of the perturbed guide. That is, its 

apportionment of A and B does not depend on z. When operated on 
a 

by the derivative operator aZ" the same functional form for Ez will 

result, differing only by a multiplicative factor, i.e., 

or 

d [ -i8 ' a z e- iB ' b zJ 
dz A (z) e + B (z) 

T dA(z) 

t dz 

-is' z a - is 
e 

-is r Z -is.' b Z 
A(z) e a + dB(z) e - .S 

dz 

[

-is' a z -is' b Z] 

= A. A(z) e + B(z) e 

The derivative factors may be replaced from the coupled equations 

above, Equations 9 and 10, so that the left side of the preceding 

equation becomes 

[ 

-i20 z -i8 'z -is 'z i2.oz -iB
b

';: 
-iKB(z)e e a -iSa'A(z)e a -iKA(z)e e 

-iSb'B(z)e 
• Q , j -~j.Jb z • 
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Combining the exponents, the resulting equation can be written in 

matrix form, with the z dependence of the modal fields for the two 

separate interfaces providing the vector components: 

-if3' -A 
'a 

-i(3' a 
a 

The eigenvalues are determined by setting the determinant of the 

operator matrix equal to zero. They are 

13' + 13' 
-ia ± it., with a -

a b 
2 

Two steps remain: evaluating the forms of A(z) and B(z) so 

dE 
that d' z = A E ; and determining the relative amplitudes of A(z) and 

~ z 

B(z) for each of the eigenvalues. Return to 

= A ± 

~Ez d ,- '-if3' z e- if3 ' bZ _-I 
dz = dz' _E:(X)A(Z) e a + E~ (x)B(z) 

~:(X)A(Z) e-
i , z 

a 
-i 

b 
+ Ez(x)B(z)e 

ipz+i~ icrz set A(z) = a e and B(z) = be, (~ will establish the phase 

relation between the two fields) and solve for p and cr in such a way 

that the coefficient for each modal field is evaluated separately. 

For A± = -ia±it. the results are p= -o±t. and cr= o±t.. Care must be 

exercised at this point, or an important modulation term will be 

lost. The complex exponential form has been used conveniently to 

this point, but it must be abandoned here in favor of its real part 
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o. 



so that the spatial envelope modulation remains distinct from the 
. -is' z 
~pz+ie: a spatial carrier. Thus, for example, e e becomes 

cos(pz~)cos(-S' z). The eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigena 

values A± are then given by 

The product of two cosine functions can be written as one half the 
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sum of the cosines of the sum and difference of the original arguments: 

1 
cos(a)cos(b) = I(cos(a+b) + cos(a-b». 

Employing this identity, 

1
- a' 3a' -I 

Ez = E:(x); _cos«-S±~)z+4» + cos« ~ - T+ ~)z-!j» _ 

'

a" 3a' -, 
+ E~(X)~ .:os«-S±~)z) + cos« ; - -T+~)z) _. 

Since a1 a' a' b' i3 >>.~, each field component, "a" or "b", looks like 

the sum of two cosines whose arguments depend on the sum and difference 

of a small value, ~, with a large value O(e). 

Choosing either equation from the matrix system which was 

used to deternube the eigenvalues will render the coefficients for the 

eigenfunctions. Since these coefficients are independent of z, set 

. z=(Q for convenience. !j> is a relative phase between the "a" and "b" 

field contributions, determined by initial conditions; set it equal to 

zero, here. Then, e.g., 

(-ia' - A±)a e i $ - iKb 0, 
a 



which gives (~)± K = 0+8 for the eigenvalue A±, respectively. 

E 
Z 

The final solutions are, with b = 1 arbitrarily, 

a K b E (x) ~ cOS«-0±8)Z+$)COs(-e' z)+E (x)cos«o±~)z)cos(-e'bz) 
z u+u a z 
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These are the two modes of the double-interface coupled surface plasmon 

waves. 

This coupled mode formalism, by analogy with other, familiar, 

coupled oscillator experiments (e.g. coupled pendula), anticipates 

features of the double-interface surface plasmons which are not attain-

able by means of the previously described, alternative formalisms. 

First, consider the situation for which the dielectric constant geometry 

is perfectly symmetric, but the initial conditions for propagation of 

the plasmon prescribe different field strengths at the two interfaces. 

The amplitudes of the fields are' 'e"xpected to vary sinusoidally as the 

guided-wave energy couples back and fo~th between the two interfaces. 

In the expressions above~ this behavior is allowed by adjustment of ~. 

For this symmetric geometry, 0 = a and e' 
a e' b' so the period of the 

sinusoidal energy transfer is determined by ~= K; the stronger the 

coupling between the single-surface plasmon fields, the more frequently 

the energy transfers along the z direction. A length L = rr/~ is required 

to transfer the energy completely from one interface to the other. 

Incidentally, ~=K with 0= a implies a=b, so the maximum field 

amplitudes at the two interfaces are equal. 

Second, consider the case of asymmetric dielectric constant 

geometry. e'a will not equal e'b. The single-surface plasmon 



associated with each interface will gradually process out of phase 

with the other--in effect, there will be a coherence length to the 

interaction. Provided this coherence length is long compared to the 

decay distance (the propagation range) of the mode, the coherence 

effects will not be significant. For greater mismatch of the 

corrected propagation constants 3' and S' the fields will appear 
a b 

S '. f3 ' b - a not to interact. Mathematically, 0= 2 will be large, K will 

be small (poor coupling), and 6. =.Jo 2+K2 :!: o. With 6. :!: 0, the envelope 
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modulation terms oscillate very slowly, and energy couples between the 

interfaces very weakly. 

Field Profiles 

Once the complex propagation constant eigenvalues (the 8 values) 

for the two doub~e-interface coupled surface plasmons have been deter

mined the transverse variation of the three field components (H , 
y 

Ez ' and Ex) can be plotted. The total H field is y-polarized. 

~ 
Hl 

iwt i8z + iYlx d e x < --, 2 

H = (H+ iwt il3z - in2x + H; 
iwt - il3z + in2x -d d e e -<x<-y z 2 2 

( H3 e 
iwt - il3 z - iy 3x d -<x 2 

The two polarization components of the E field are 



and 

E = 
z 

-iy iwt - i6z + ylx , 
__ 1 H e 
we: l 1 

d 
x < --

2 

-n2 + iwt - ifrz - in2x n2 _ iwt-i8z+in 2x 
--He +·--H e we: 2 2 1..lle: 2 2 

iY3 ' '0 

H ~wt - ~~z - Y3x 
3 e 

-d x < -2 

d 
-<x 
2 

E = __ 8_ H+ e iwt - i8z - in2x + __ 6_ H- eiwt - i8z+in2x 
x we: 2 2 we: 2 2 

iwt - i8z -Y3X 
_8_ H e 
we:3 3 

d -< X 
2 

-d 
2 

d <x<-
2 

-d d 
~x<-
2 2. 

Using the relative field amplitude relations tabulated in a previous 

section, and the relations Y, = I; -k 2e:, 
~ 0 ~ 

and n, = I~ 2£ ,_6 2 , the 
~ 0 ~ 

field profiles can be plotted once the complex S values have been 

determined. Two examples are shown in Figure 8, a and b, which 

incorporate the values for the dielectric constants of the materials 
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which were actually used in the experiment: E:l = 2.25h E:2 = -18.744 -

iO.6062, E:3 = 2.255. The 8 values were determined from a computer 

program written by Dror Sarid to solve the characteristic equation. 

For d = 47.8 nm, the antisymmetric-field mode has 8 = 1. 566 -i1. 383 

x 10-3 and the symmetric-field mode has S = 1.656 -i7.46 x 10-3 ; 
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for d = 10.7 nm, the antisymmetric-fie1d mode has B = 1.508-i4.677 

-5 Q-2 
x 10 and the symmetric field mode has I..l = 2.763 - i6. 251 x 10 • 

The field profile curves (none was plotted for the symmetric field 

for d = 10.7 nm) were generated by a computer program written by my 

associate~ Grieg Olson. 

Figure 8a shows field profiles for both the antisymmetric-

(on the left) and symmetric-field modes. Figure 8b shows field pro-

files only for the antisymmetric-fie1d mode. The abscissa scale 

varies. In each plot, the central third of the abscissa is 

occupied by the metal. The outer thirds are standardized for each 

film thickness at a distance such that the H field for the antisymmetric 

mode falls to lie. 

Exciting the Mode: Prism Coupling and the ATR Curve 

A potpourri of other problems, which address the interaction 

of the double-interface coupled surface plasmon mode propagating on a 

free-standing waveguide structure with the incoming and outgoing beams 

resulting from stimulating the mode by the use of a prism, via 

frustrated total reflection, will be presented. 

The most straightforward of these interaction problems is the 

evaluation of reflection from a prism-to-waveguide coupling interface 

under the assumption of an incident beam having infinite width along 

the boundary. (Only the TM po1arizat~on is pertinent to surface 

p1asmons, and only it will be considered.) The geometry used to this 

point must be modified slightly to the configuration appearing in 
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Figure 9. Light is incident on the planar structure in material 4 

at an angle, which will be denoted 64, from-the perpendicular. 

The fields will have the same form as encountered previously, 

with the addition of three new components. In material 3, an additional 

field component of the form 

iwt-iS -Y x iwt-iS2+r3x 
e z 3 + H-

3 e 

In material 4 the H field is 

+ iwt-iS -in4x iwt-iS +n4x 
= y (H

4 
e Z + H~ e Z ) 

in which the H4 term re~resents the incident beam, ana the Ht te~m 
the reflected beam. The E fields~ applying Maxwell's equations, are 

+ 
E = 3 

and 

+ -; ("4) ~4 = + 
_ WE

4 

+ 

~ (W!4)}: 

iwt-iSz-y
3
x 

e 

(

-iY \-
3 --- H 

WE 3 / _ 3 

iwt-iSz+r
3

x 
e 

i wt-iSz-in4x 
e 

. , ... ("4\ (B) - i Wt-iSz+in4?, 
z 

WE 4 ) 
+x -- H e 

WE 4 _ 4 

Applying the boundary conditions for the fields at each interface 

produces a system of six equations in six unknowns. In determinant 

form, the algebraic manipulations required render a solution unfeasible. 

A much more profitable approach is to solve for H; and H; in terms 
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x 
~ 

5=g+d/2 
e: 4 

e: 3 1 g 

d/2 
e: 2 z I d 0 

~ e: 2 

e: l 

Figure 9. Multilayer geometry for describing prism 
coupling 

£4 is the dielectric constant of the prism 

£3 is the dielectric constant of the gap 

£2 is the dielectric constant of the metal 

£1 is the dielectric constant of the substrate 

The metal layer is bisected by the z axis. 



+ - + - + of Hl~ then H3 and H3 in terms of H2 and H2, and finally H4 and H4 

in terms of H; and H;. Then H!/H~ is the amplitude reflection. 

Sparing the algebra~ H;'= H1Al exp (P l d/2) and H; = H1Bl 

exp (Old/2), with 

and 

with 

and 

Finally, 

n2E l -iY1E 2 
2n2

E
l 

The next step gives 

iY3E2+n2;E3 
i2Y3E 2 
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H~ HI r3BZAl 
°2d/2 

+ A3A2BI 
°3d/ 2 

B3 AZ Al 
°2d/2 = e e + e 

P3d / Z J P4s + B~B2BI and e c 

H+ HI[ 
° d/2 °3d/ 2 iJ 2d/ 2 

= B3B2AI e 2 + B3A2Bl e + A3A2AI e 4 
P2d/ 2 - ° 4 s 

+ A3B2BI e e , with 

A = 
11 4e: 3+;i.Y3e:4 

, B3 
114e:3-iY3e:4 

= °4 = -Y3-i11 4 , and 3 2114e: 3 211 4e: 3 

°4 = - Y -il1 3 4 

A matrix multiplication approach to this solution, which allows 

for any number of layers, is also viable. The theoretical plots 

which ar~ used for cUrVe-~tching the experimental plots to determine 

the values of the experimental parameters are generated from a computer 

program, written by Grieg Olson~ which uses that approach. Plots 
+ _,2 

of R = 1H4/H4 vs. 9, using the material paramete~s employed in 

the experiment, accompany the experimental curves included in the 

chapter on experimental results. 

This curve can be viewed as a delta function probe of the angular 

spectrum of the modes of the thin metal waveguide when loaded by 

the presence of the coupling prism. (The infinite extent plane wave 

postulated as the incident field has a delta function angular spectrum.) 

The prism acts as a load to the surface plasmon because energy couples 

out of the surface plasmon mode into radiating, unbound waves. 



To the guided wave, this coupling loss is an attenuation with effects 

similar to those caused by absorption. In addition to these coupling 

losses, a strongly coupled prism will change the propagation constant 

of the modes appreciably. This latter effect was apparent in the 

coupled mode problem addressed earlier. 

The Angular Spectrum of the Double-Interface 
Surface Plasmon 

A comparison with the angular spectrum of the surface plasmon 
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modes when they are not loaded by the close proximity of a prism os of 

interest. To get this result, ascertain the complex propagation 

constant <S) value for the surface plasmon mode on the free standing 

waveguide structure. Then abruptly transplant this wave into an 

infinite, homogeneous, isotropic medium with a real valued dielectric 

constant--the medium of the prism will do nicely--preserving the com-

plex value of S. The angular spectrum is available in the Fourier 

transform of the resulting wavefront. 

The derivation employs field amplitudes. Since prism-to-wave-

guide decoupling is a coherent process and uses field amplitudes, and 

since the amplitude angular spectra of the probe beam and the guided 

mode convolve in the ATR experiment, comparison with experimental 

results will be convenient. Presuming a complex S = S' + is'' infers 

a co mp lex component of the k-vector which is perpendicular to the 

S components as well, viz. n= rf + in", in the prism. When the H 

field is chosen, 'and the time dependence suppressed, . 

+ A is'z-S''z in'x - n"x H = yHye e • 
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in the x direction entirely, so its transverse amplitude profile is 

difficult to perceive in this form. (In fact, there is a difficulty 

whose solution is not evident mathematically, but which has a ready 

intuitive resolution. This is that the field just written, even 

after coordinate rotation, does not have quite the correct transverse 

dependence. It should falloff exponentially in either transverse 

direction. A form providing this dependence, viz. e-n1xl , will be 

implemented deus ex machina.) A coordinate transformation will remedy 

this situation. Figure 10 shows the two coordinate systems; small 

letter labels for the original system, capital letters for the final 

• 
system. The coordinate rotation equations are x - Z sin$ + X cos$ 

and z Z cos$ - X sin$. 

Discovering the appropriate rotation requires substituting 

for x and z in the exponent of the' expression for the H field, re-

grouping terms to obtain new coefficients for the X and Z dependences, 

and setting the real part of the transverse component of the propagation 

constant equal to zero. This eliminates the transverse propagation 

component, which was the goal. Substituting gives 

+ ~. i(a'(Zcos~ - Xsin~)+n'(Zsin~+Xcos~» H = yH e 'I' 

with 

y 
-(a"(Zcos~-Xsin~)+n"(Zsin~+Xcos~» 

e' 
0H Hal 'Z+nl 'X) -(al ' 'Z+nl' 'X) 

= Y Y e . e . 
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x 
x 

z 

______________________ ~~~---------------------z 

Figure 10. Coordinate rotation 



and 

S I 
1 

n I I :: - S I I sin~+n I I cos~. 
1 

n l 

nl ' = 0 implies tan~ = 8' . 

S I I 

1 
B ' , B ' +n ' 'n I 

J S' 2+n I 2 
d n 'I , an 1 

-S'sin~ +n'cos~,S "=n ' 'COs~+ n ' 'sin 
1 

Then S I = Ie I 2 +n I 2 
1 

-n "Ixl 
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The new transverse depend~nce is e 1 Its Fourier trans-

form is 

2 

a Lorentzian lineshape, which is also the angular spectrum of the wave. 

Clearly· the peak value of the Fourier transform is 2. At the angle 

for which the Lorentzian assumes its half-maximum value (i.e., 1), 

n ,. 
1 

where (sin~)! denotes the value of sin~ where the half-max occurs. Let 

6!(sin~) = (sin~)! -sin~o for convenience. 

The relationship between 6!(sin~) and S '.1, the original 

longitudinal loss component, can be derived by backtracking. 

n II = -S;Isin~ + nllcos~ = -S"/sin~ so 
1 

27Tn 
= -sin~ -A - 6 ! (sin~) 

o 
= - 27Tn 6 (Sin2<1» 

A ~ 2 o 

27Tn 
= -sin~ cos~ A Do! (~) 

o 
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Remember, ~!(~) is the angular halfwidth at half maximum of the 

amplitude angular spectrum. This result does not agree with the result 

Andreas Otto claims is correct (Otto, 1968); it has an additional 

factor of sin~. A comparison with experimental results will be made 

in the section addressing them. 



C~P~R2 

APPARATUS: OPTICAL SYSTEM AND ELECTRONICS 

Prism couplers have been used extensively 'to provide evanescent 

field coupling (frustrated total internal reflection coupling) to 

optical guided wave structures. Prism coupler systems usually comprise 

a triangular cross-section prism of high refractive index glass mounted 

on a rotary table and secured there by one of a variety of clamping 

structures which also controls the proximity of the prism to the 

waveguide. The entire assembly is then positioned so that the center 

of rotation of the table, and the center of the prism-waveguide combina

tion on the table, lies in the path of a quasi-collimated beam of 

light, as from a laser. The table then can be rotated until the 

conditions for coupling the incident light to the waveguide structure 

are satisfied. 

To observe either the coupling efficiency or the angular 

width of the coupling regime, the power of the beam which is reflected 

from the coupling interface (the power which is not coupled) must 

be monitored by a detector. For a symmetrically shaped triangular 

prism, the reflected beam exits the prism at an angle to the coupling 

interface which is equal to the angle between the incident beam and 

the interface. Thus the angle between the incident and reflected 

beams is always twice that which separates the incident beam from 

the normal to the coupling interface. Rotating the prism causes 
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the reflected beam direction to change at an angular rate twice that 

of the prism. A description of the propagation direction of the 

reflected beam for an asymmetric triangular prism requires a more 

complicated calculation. (Asymmetric prisms are often employed to 

launch guided waves since, when the beam is incident on the coupling 

interface near the back edge of the prism, outcoupling is curtailed.) 

In either case, arranging for this light to fall continuously on 
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a detector as the table and prism waveguide structure rotate is diffi

cult with systems incorporating triangular prisms. 

For cases in which a symmetrical prism is used, a plane mirror 

can be implemented to redirect the reflected (un-coupled) beam parallel 

to the beam direction before its incidence on the prism. This mirror 

must remain parallel to the coupling interface of the prism-waveguide 

combination (i.e., it must be mounted on the rotary table). An il

lustration of this approach appears in Figure 11. The range of angles 

of interest for coupling to the waveguide structure can make this 

solution impracticable. This range depends on the refractive index 

and vertex angles of the prism, as well as on the waveguide structure 

itself. If the incident beam is nearly parallel to the coupling 

interface, the reflected beam will impinge on this mirror very near 

glancing; correspondingly, the mirror needs to be either quite long, 

or very near the waveguide, or both. A beam incident on the prism 

at a direction near perpendicular to the coupling interface is also 

prohibitive of this solution--the prism, waveguide, or clamping struc

ture will intercept the beam. Examples of these situations are also 



-= ~" If ' " , , " • , • , "~ 
I 

Figure 11. Symmetric triangular prism with mirror for 
beam direction alignment 
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sketched in Figure 11. EVen when these geometries are avoided by 

judicious selection of the prism's refractive index and vertex angles, 

rotating the table causes the beam position to shift transversely 

at a nonuniform rate after reflection from the mirror. , Placing a 

lens one focal length in front of the detector will assure that the 

beam does not walk off the detector. The angle of incidence will 

change, however, depending on the lens' focal length. The efficiency 

of most detectors is sensitive to angle of incidence. 

Triangular prism systems possess other undesirable optical 

characteristics. As the prism is rotated, the point where the incoming 
• beam intersects the coupling interface walks along the interface. 

This phenomenon can be interpreted as the spherical aberration intro-

duced by a planar glass surface in a converging beam; there is no 

axis around which the prism can be rotated to ensure that the beam 

always intersects the coupling interface at a fixed point. To under-

stand this interpretation, envision an optic axis perpendicular to 

the side of the prism where the incoming beam is first incident and 

passing through a point inside the prism,about which the rotation 

occurs, as depicted in Figure 12. Rotation of the prism causes the 

light, centered on the axis and aimed at the center of rotation, 

to refract and miss this pOint. This is exactly the phenomenon de-

scribed by spherical aberration. Unless the low refractive index 

gap region across which the light couples to the waveguide is perfectly 

uniform in thickness, this walking causes variation in the coupling 

efficiency. The efficiency is very sensitive to gap thickness for 



Figure 12. Effective spherical aberration in a rotating 
triangular prism. 

Prism is rotated around the midpoint of its 
hypotenuse. 
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coupling angles near the critical angle in the prism. This is so 

because the decay parameter of the transverse component of the fields, 

which have an exponential dependence with distance in the gap region, 

decreases rapidly as critical angle is approached from the total 

reflection side. The cross-sectional width of the light beam inside 

the prism also changes, as a consequence of Snell's Law. Unfortunate-

ly, the inter.nal beam width is greater than the incident beam width, 

generally compounding the effect of obliquity at the coupling interface 

acting to decrease the l~cal field strength there. 

These two processes may be made to oppose each other to main-
• 

tain a more nearly constant intersection width on the coupling inter-

face. Use of a high aspect ratio prism allows the beam, before enter-

ing the prism, to remain almost exclusively on one side of normal 

incidence, i.e., on the side toward the perpendicular to the coupling 

surface. Rotating the prism to allow coupling at more oblique angles 

will then counteract the effects of beam width broadening due to 

Snell's Law. 

All triangular prisms restrict the range of accessible angles 

at the coupling interface. Generally it is not practical for the 

beam to enter the prism from an angle either below parallel or beyond 

perpendicular to the coupling surface. This may not be bothersome 

if the prism's refractice index and its vertex angles are chosen 

appropriately, in consideration of the refractive index in the coupling 

gap; all angles above critical &lgle may still be accessible. In 

addition to the above problems, loss by reflection as the light enters 



the prism varies with angle of incidence, according to the Fresnel 

equations. 

The system described below resolves many of the undesireable 

features of traditional prism coupler systems. In addition, it pro

vides flexibility for controlling the beam's amplitude profile and 

transverse extent at its intersection with the coupling interface, 

and for minimizing wavefront aberrations introduced by the various 

optical components. 

Apparatus 
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A sketch of the optical system described here appears in" 

Figure 13. The beam from the HeNe laser is folded at mirror M1, 

chopped by a 1 KHz electromechanical scissor chopper, and passed 

through a thick glass plane parallel plate which corrects the alignment 

for downstream elements. The beam is folded again at mirror M2 and 

impinges on the spatial filter (a 3.8 mm focal length, infinite congu

gate microscope objective with a 5 micron diameter pinhole at its 

focal point). From the pinhole the beam passes through a negative 

lens, increasing the numerical aperture of the diverging light (this 

lens is inserted for aberration control, as will be discussed later). 

An achromatic doublet lens then collimates it. A rectangular aperture, 

adjustable in both directions, and a pellicle beam splitter are located 

in this collimated space. A second achromatic doublet brings the 

beam to a second focus at the front focal point of a spherically 

surfaced "prism", whose base is the coupling interface. This prism 
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Figure 13. The optical system:· The plane parallel plate referred to in 
the text is not shown; the second beam, back-reflected from 
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is the keystone of ·the design and its characteristics motivate many 

of the other features of the system. 

The prism is made from a high index glass, SF56, which has 

a refractive index at a wavelength of 632.8 nm interpolated to be 

1.7788 from Schott catalog data. Before grinding the hemispherical 

surface, the glass block was polished flat on one si~e, sawed in 
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half, mirror coated with aluminum on the polished sides, then cemented 

back together with the mirrored sides in contact. (An ultraviolet 

curing cement was used which has a hard plastic nature when cured). 

Next, a base was polished perpendicular to the internal mirrored 

surface. Then the hemispherical surface, centered on the intersection 

of the base with the internal mirrored surface was configured. (This 

base constitutes the waveguide coupling interface when the prism 

is mounted.) Finally, a portion of the hemisphere was ground off 

to leave a plane surface perpendicular to both the base and the mir

rored surface; this provided a surface for the prism to sit on when 

installed in the clamping apparatus. The final radius of the hemi

sphere is 11.8 mm. Its focal length, calculated from the radius 

and refractive index, is 15.15 mm. A photograph and a sketch of 

the prism appear in Figure 14. The concept for this design follows. 

A point source is located in that equatorial plane of the 

hemisphere which is perpendicular to both the internal mirrored surface 

and the coupling surface (the base) so that it lies at the external 

focal point of the glass hemisphere. Light diverging from this point 

and entering the hemisphere is bent, as by a lens surface, parallel 
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Figure 14. The hemispherical retroreflecting prism 
coupler. 

a. Sketch of instrument 
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Figure 14.--Continued. 

b. Photo of instrument 
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to the axis determined by the source and the hemisphere's center 

of curvature. Part of the ray bundle will bounce first off the in

ternal, mirrored surface, then off. the coupling surface, retroreflect

ing. These rays then traverse the hemisphere again and are refracted 

to pass through the point source where they originated. (The remaining 

rays execute the corner in the opposite direction.) The design re

quires bringing an effective point source to this proper location, 

whereon rotating the prism about its polar axis (not to be confused 

with the optical axis described above) causes the angle of incidence 

of the light bundle on the coupling interface to change at the same 

rate. The bundle is always collimated, and the axis of the retrore

flection always intersects the center of the hemisphere. The beam 

does not walk along the coupling interface except to the extent that 

its intersection width increases as a result of its incident obliquity. 

In addition, the reflected beam, carrying power not coupled to the 

waveguide structure, is always found in the same place and propagating 

in the same direction. 

One parameter of the performance of the retroreflecting hemi

spherical coupler was not anticipated. Reflectance from the opaque 

aluminum mirror surface separating the two halves of the prism varies 

as a function of angle. Using tabulated values for the dielectric 

constant of aluminum (E = -46.4 - i16.7 at a wavelength of 632.8 

nm), intensity reflectance values were calculated as a function of 

angle away from normal incidence. They are displayed in Table 1. 

An attempt was made to measure the retroreflectance vs. angle 



Table 1. Calculated reflectivity of Aluminum on glass as a function 
of angle of incidence.* 

Angle Reflectance Phase 

0 .8487 151.9 
2.5 .8486 151. 9 
5.0 .8482 151.8 
7.5 .8475 151. 7 

10.0 .8465 151. 5 
12.5 .8452 151.2 
15.0 .8436 150.9 
17.5 .8417 150.5 
20.0 .8395 150.1 
22.5 .8639 149.6 

25.0 .8340 149.0 
27.5 • 8307, 148.3 • 
30.0 .8271 147.6 
32.5 .8230 146.7 
35.0 .8185 145.7 
37.5 .8136 144.6 
40.0 .8082 143.4 
42.5 .8022 142.0 
45.0 .7958 140.5 
47.5 .7887 138.7 

50.0 .7810 136.8 
52.5 .7727 134.5 
55.0 .7638 132.0 
57.5 .7543 129.0 
60.0 .7442 125.7 
62.5 .7337 121.8 
65.0 .7320 117.3 
67.5 .7126 112.0 
70.0 .7032 105.8 
72.5 .6960 98.40 

75.0 .6930 89.65 
77.5 .6972 79.27 
80.0 .7128 67.00 
82.5 .7459 52.72 
85.0 .8028 36.49 
87.5 .8882 18.69 
90.0 1 0 

*1.. = 632.8 nm, e: = -46.4 - il6.7 assumed for Aluminum, n = 1. 7788 
for glass. 
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of the prism alone, with no waveguide substrate in place. This measure

ment was somewhat tenuous since the clamping mechanism is reliant 

on the presence of the waveguide substrate for stability and centra

tion. The spring plungers were advanced in such a way as to hold 

the prism as securely and most nearly centered as possible while 

avoiding scattering from the plunger tips, particularly evident for 

angles which allowed the light beam to strike the coupling interface 

below critical angle. The curve which resulted is in Figure 15. 

Note that the light beam reflects from the aluminized surface near 

normal when light is most oblique to the coupling interface, and 

vice versa. The variation of the reflection was small enough across 

the region where plasmon resonances are found to disregard its effect. 

Centering the hemispherical surface on the axis of rotation 

of the rotary table is not a goal achieved without tribulation. 

Currently, there are two ways to adjust the position of the prism's 

polar axis. The entire rotary table may be translated, perpendicular 

to the optic axis; or the hemispherical prism may be translated, 

on the rotary stage, perpendicular to its own coupling interface. 

(The next generation optical system, already deSigned, is more flex

ible. It also provides for adjusting the prism's location, on the 

rotary stage, parallel to the coupling interface.) 

The procedure for centering follows. Open the rectangular 

aperture so that the transmitted beam is on axis; wide open suffices, 

provided the aperture has been centered previously. Turn the rotary 

table to some (arbitrary) angle such that the light beam is incident 
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Figure. 15. Measured and calculated reflectance of opaque 
Aluminum from glass. 

Top: Measured reflectance of retroref1ecting prism; 
angle is referenced to normal incidence on coupling 
interface; normalization to peak reflectance. 
Features below 35 degrees are due to glass-air 
critical angle and beam obscuration by mounting 
apparatus. 
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Hidd1e: Calculated reflectance; angles are 90 degree 
complements of those listed in Table 1 for corres
pondence with curve at top. 

Bottom: Calculated phase change on reflection. 



on the prism's coupling interface beyond critical angle, for good 

reflectivity. Using a semi-opaque card (so that light scattered 
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from the laser beam incident on one side can be viewed from the other, 

but no light is transmitted unscattered) with a straight edge, held 

at about 45 0 to vertical, block about two thirds of the incoming 

beam, from the side. The unblocked beam will retroreflect from the 

prism and overlap the scattered transmitted light profile on the 

card. If the prism is decentered in any direction, the retroreflected 

profile will be shifted transversely with respect to the scattered 

transmitted profile. Turn the rotary table to the same angle in 

the opposite direction and observe whether the shift of the retroreflect

ed beam is in the same direction, and by the same distance. 

Decentration of the table perpendicular to the optic axis 

causes the retroreflected profile to shift in the direction of the 

decentration, regardless of the direction of rotation of the table. 

Decentration of the prism on the rotary table perpendicular to its 

coupling interface causes the retroreflected beam to shift in one 

direction when the table is rotated to positive angles, and in the 

opposite direction for negative angles. These situations are illustrat

ed in Figure 16. Iterative tweaking leads to alignment. This design 

uses machining accuracy, and hope, to assure that the prism is not 

off center parallel to its coupling interface. Hope seems to have 

been adequately sustained. 

Several additional parameters of the beam propagation are 

controlled or corrected by the other optical elements. Their 



Figure 16. Decentration 

Top: Decentration of rotary table with 
respect to optic axis 

Bottom: Decentration of prism on rotary 
table, perpendicular to coupling interface 
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specifications--diameter and focal length--are listed in Table 2. 

In addition, the on-axis (spherical) aberration of each of the lenses 

was tested using a commercial (Zygo) Fizeau interferometer in a double

pass test configuration. Photographs of the interferograms are present

ed in Figure 17. A discussion of the propagation of the beam from 

the laser through the pinhole, including trade-offs accomodated in 

selection of the microscope objective and the pinhole, is presented 

in Appendix B. 

The combination of microscope objective and collimating achro

mat serve to expand the beam. This expansion provides a nearly con

stant amplitude and phase (small wavefront curvature) across the 

small portion of the beam selected by the rectangular aperture. 

These conditions are achieved by the sacrifice of a large fraction 

of the light power; of the 20 milliwatt laser output, only about 

5 microwatts pass through the aperture. 

The rectangular aperture is located such that it is imaged 

by the second achromat and the spherical surface of the prism onto 

the coupling interface. The demagnification caused by these two 

elements is equal to the ratio of their focal lengths, 1:8.316. 

In use, the aperture dimensions are generally about 4 mm square; 

the imaged dimensions are thus about 0.5 mm. Adjusting the aperture 

to allow different portions of the beam to pass and adjusting the 

aperture dimensions allow for sampling various regions of the coupling 

interface. Care must be taken that the slit dimensions not be made 

too small, since the demagnification increases the divergence of 



Table 2. Diameter and Focal Length Values for Optical System 
Lenses 

Lenses Diameter Focal Length 

Negative meniscus 13 fum I -45 mm 

First achromat 51 rom 178 mm 

Second achromat 40 nun 126 mm 
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Fig. 17. Double pass Fizeau interferograms of (top) central one-third 
of negative meniscus lens and (bottom) full aperture of 
second achromat. 
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the beam's angular spectrum by a factor equal to its inverse. An 

observed resonance 0.4 degree wide showed diffraction ringing when 

the aperture width was reduced below 0.8 mm. (With this aperture 

width, the first zero of the sinc function of the angular spectrum 

is at 0.38 degrees, accounting for demagnification, at the coupling 

surface.) 

The spherical surface of the prism combines with the prism's 

high refractive index to introduce a severe amount of positive spher-

ical aberration to the beam. (Double-pass interferograms of the 

hemispherical prism, tested in retroreflection, appear in Figure 

• 18. The two photographs show different adjustments for tilt.) The 

negative meniscus lens is in the system to compensate for this contribu-

tion and the residual spherical aberration of the other lens compon-

ents. It is oriented to produce the most negative spherical aberration 

possible, i.e., with the convex side toward the pinhole. The amount 

of negative spherical it introduces can be adjusted by sliding it 

along the axis; as the beam intercepts zones of greater radii on 

the lens, more aberration is introduced. Higher order spherical 

aberration of the opposite sign, which is associated with the outer 

zones of the lens employed, limits the extent to which this adjustment 

is useful. The position of the first achromat must also be adjusted 

to maintain nominal collimation of the beam. 

Testing the beam for aberration control is facilitated by 

inserting a plane-parallel-plate shearing interferometer in the col-

limated region. The beam is not aberration free in this region. 



Fig. 18. Fizeau double pass interferograms of the hemis
pherical prism, tested in retroflection. 

In both interferograms, spherical aberration is partly 
compensated by defocus. The top photo also has a 
tilt contribution. High fringe frequencies and limited 
depth of field of the photographic system cause the fringes 
to wash out beyond one-third the radius of the hemisphere. 

7C-
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But because the second achromat and the hemispherical prism are tested 

and used in double pass, their apparent contribution to spherical 

aberration is twice the actual one-way aberration present at the 

coupling interface. When the lenses are adjusted so that the interfer

ence pattern due to the return beam from the prism matches appearance 

with that due to the incoming beam from the spatial filter, one beam 

having positive spherical aberration and the other an equal amount 

of negative spherical aberration, then the beam must be well corrected 

at the coupling interface. Photographs of these two interference 

patterns, for a reasonably well compensated alignment, are shown 

in Figure 19. Note that in the region where the rectangular ape~ture 

samples the beam, near the center, the interference patterns match 

quite well; spherical aberration should not be of concern in the 

experiment. 

The pellicle beam splitter directs half of the return power 

from the prism coupler through the remaining lens onto the detector. 

This lens reduces the size of the beam's intersection on the detector, 

ensuring that no light misses the active area. 

Electronics 

The rotation of the table which supports the hemispherical 

waveguide coupler, and the registration and recording of the detected 

light Signal, are managed via a microcomputer in conjunction with 

various accessory electronic instruments. A flow chart of the control 

chain is presented in Figure 20. 



Fig. 19 • Shearing interf'erograms of' the optical beam in 
the nominally collimated region, showing spherical 
aberration compensation. 

'Top photo is incoming beam; bottom photo is 
reflected beam. (Straight vertical fringes in 
center of bottom photo are caused by deviation 
from 90 0 of the prism's internal d~hedral angle.) 
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A 1 KHz tuning fork chopper, placed in the beam upstream 

from the spatial filter, enables synchronous signal detection. This 

is not an ideal chopper for the experiment; its high frequency and 

low mass isolate it effectively from the optical components, but 

1 KHz exceeds the frequency response capabilities of the detector 

preamplifier when it is operated in its more sensitive ranges; and 

because of the small aperture when they are completely open, the 

scissor chopper blades impart a temporal saw tooth function to the 

total passed light energy by obscuring the outer portions of the 

beam more than the central section, in proportion to the radius in 

one direction. (This intermittent vertical truncation of the beam 

is apparent, to the eye, in the elliptical ~eam cross section down

stream from the spatial filter.) Of course, the modulation period 

is the same for all portions of the beam, the duty cycle varying. 

This chopper also may cause variable diffraction of the beam since 

during a large fraction of its cycle it is in motion across the beam. 

The microscope objective incorporated in the spatial filter assembly 

has small enough diameter, and is located far enough downstream, 

that when the chopper is intercepting the section of the beam near 
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its center where the power is significant most of the light diffracted 

outside the zeroeth order (on-axis) will be blocked. The pinhole 

aperture in the spatial filter assembly also rejects light scattered 

or diffracted off-axis. 

The detector is a wavelength-filter-compensated silicon photo

junction detector operated. in photoconductive mode. It is preceded 
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by a narrow band wavelength filter which allows experimentation while 

the room lights are on without serious degradation of the signal

to-noise ratio. (Ambient illumination which does reach the detector 

produces a DC level which, while not discriminated by the preamplifier, 

is filtered out by a lock-in amplifier which follows it in the electronic 

chain.) The detector and its preamplifier are sensitive to a wide 

range of incident power, from 0.01 mW to 1 W, although the -3dB point 

of the frequency response function of the preamplifier lies at only 

500 Hz on the three most sensitive scales of the decade sensitivity 

switch. 

The detector-originated signal passes from the preamplifier, 

through a lock-in amplifier which is referenced to the chopper fre

quency, to a digital multimeter. The signal is then transmitted 

in digital form to the microcomputer by the DMM when it is querried. 

The analog-to-digital conversion rate of the DMM depends 

on the selection of various other operation parameters. Conversion 

accuracy may be set to 3i, 41, or 51 digit accuracy. An autozero 

option may be selected which recalibrates the instrument between 

conversions to compensate for variation caused by temperature drift. 

The autoranging option automatically changes the decade range of 

the DMM when the input signal grows too large or too small. For 

the experiment, 51 digit accuracy and the options for autozero and 

autoranging were implemented. Usually, the A-D conversion did not 

limit the repeat rate of consecutive readings; A-D conversion time 

was less than 0.5 second. 



Completing the control loop, the microcomputer addresses 

and instructs a controller unit which produces the required pulse 

signals to drive the rotary table, on which the waveguide coupler 

is mounted and centered, to the desired angular position. The table 

is driven by a worm gear mechanism with a 216:1 drive ratio connected 

to a 400 step per revolution stepping motor, and may be positioned 

repeatably to within 3 arc minutes cumulative accuracy and 0.2 arc 

minutes unidirectional repeatability, with an angular step size of 

k arc minute (0.00417 degree). The unidirectional proviso indicates 

some amount of backlash in the gear mechanism. 

A short explanation of these various terms is in order. 

Ideally, the mechanical linkage between the angular position of the 

gear shaft and that of the table is linear. Manufacturing processes, 

even when fastidiously attended, produce coupling irregularities. 

Figure 21 illustrates the coupling which might be expected. The 

actual position of the table varies about an rms linear fit due to 

cumulative errors in the machining of the threads on the worm-gear 

shaft and of the teeth on the rotary table's circumference. The 

variation of the table's actual position from its ideal position 

is called the positioning accuracy. Driving the worm-gear shaft 
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with a stepping motor limits the accessible table positions to discrete 

values. The separation of these values along the ideal performance 

line is called the resolution. Despite the finite accuracy of absolute 

positioning, the table may be driven very accurately back to a position 

from which it has been moved. The error range on this procedure 
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Gear Shaft Position 

Figure 21. Rotary table drive--hypothetical. 



is termed its repeatability, and is limited by the gear backlash 

and the step motor's precision. 
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The electronics for the step motor driver produce stepping 

rates of 50 to 500 pulses per second. They are included in a driver/ 

controller instrument chassis. This combination driver/controller 

provides for .either absolute or incremental positioning indexing, 

for stepping rate selection and slew positioning, and for single 

step operation. It features a LED position display, and front panel 

5 digit thumbwheel indexing for manual control. All of these control 

features can be accessed via a BCD interface connection at the back 

panel. 

A discussion of the computer interfaces which manage the 

microcomputer's control of the rotary table controller/driver and 

the DMM appears in Appendix C, along with schematics of the circuitry 

and some explanatory notes. A listing of the BASIC programs used 

to control the collection of data, although now obsolete, can also 

be found there. 

Applications and Results 

Our coupling system has been used to probe coupled surface 

plasmon resonances on thin silver films, using the attenuated total 

reflection (ATR) approach. This type of resonance is associated 

with a light wave guided by a symmetric refractive index structure 

consisting of dielectriC, metal, and dielectric layers. Its attenua

tion is reasonably low (in the range of 30 cm-') and therefore its 
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resonance is fairly narrow--theoretically as narrow as 0.001 degree 

for a silver film 5 nm thick guiding light of wavelength 632.8 nm. 

For the films tested, of thickness down to 10 nm, the angular widths 

of the waveguide resonances have been as narrow as 20$ of the angular 

resolution achievable by the optical system, allowing close qualitative 

analysis of the system's capabilities. A plot of the angular reflec

tance of a very narrow resonance (theoretical width, 0.012 degrees) 

produced by the system is shown in Figure 22. 

The rectangular delimiting of the beam's cross-section at 

the coupling interface is a vital part of the system's design. It 

facilitates analysis of the various loss components of the guided 

mode; absorption in the metal, roughness scattering, out-coupling 

to the prism. However, it is also the apparent limiting feature 

of the optical system's performance. Diffraction from a rectangular 

aperture only 1.0 mm in extent produces a beam, at wavelength 632.8 

nm, that has a diffraction angular spectrum of 0.044 degrees, FWHM. 

This angular width is more than ten times the resolution of the rotary 

table. 

The small effective aperture is the result of the high demagni

fication ratio (1:8.316) of th~ last achromat and the hemispherical 

coupler. An increase in the optical angular resolution may be obtained 

in two ways. The adjustable rectangular aperture may be made larger. 

This change also requires greater attention to control of the off-

axis beam quality. Alternatively, the focal length of the second 
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Figure 22. Experimental ATR plot of coupled surface 
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Theoretical mode width is 0.012 degree, B~. 
Measured resonance width is 0.056 degree. 
Residual 0.044 degree due to aperture diffraction. 
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achromat may be decreased (increasing its numerical aperture) to 

bring the demagnification factor nearer to unity. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MATERIALS AND FABRICATION TECHNIQUES 

Several considerations motivated the selection of materials. 

The sUbstrate--metal film--gap fluid structure was required to be 

nearly symmetric with respect to dielectric constant in order to 

observe the double-boundary coupled surface plasmon modes. Smooth 

surfaces (and layers) and coparallel interfaces, at least over a 

small range, were important to prevent scattering losses, enhanced 

by high field strengths at the materials' boundaries, in the modes, 

and to conform to theoretical models. 

Microscope slides were used as substrates occasionally, but 

for the overwhelming majority of structures a group of especially 

polished 1" x 2l" glass substrates was used. Before polishing, these 

substrates presumably were of quality equivalent to microscope slide 

substrates. The polishing was done in the Small Optics Shop at the 

Optical Sciences Center under the direction of Dick Sumner and was 

commissioned and paid for by Professor Emeritus Dr. A. F. Turner. 

Thanks to him for donating about a dozen slides to the effort. The 

composition and manufacturing process of this type of glass is vari

able; refractive index measurements have resulted in values for dif

ferent samples varying from nearly as low as 1.50 to over 1.51. 

Different impurity components and different cooling and annealing 

schemes may account for variations not only between glasses produced 
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by different manufaoturers but also for variations in the refraotive 

index aoross any partiou1ar sample. Sinoe the refractive index mea-

sured for the polished glass slides which were used was near the 

low end of the range, it seems likely that the glass removed in po1ish-

ing was of higher refractive index. In retrospect, measuring the 

refractive index, on the polished surface, of each glass substrate 

used would have been the proper procedure. The uncertainties outlined 

above were not perceived at the time. The value of the refractive 

index which was measured for one polished substrate, and assumed 

for the others, is n = 1.50231. 
• 

Measurement of refractive indices was done on an Abbe Refracto-

meter. This instrument uses the principle of total internal reflection 

to measure the refractive inde,x to five-plus digits accuracy. Refrac-

tive index dispersion can also be estimated. Of course, extrapolation 

was required to obtain values at the wavelength of interest, 632.8 

nm. A copy of a short brochure describing the use of the instrument 

can be found in Appendix D. 

An index matching fluid was used to provide the symmetric 

refractive index structure bounding the thin metal film. A set of 

Cargil1e refractive index matching fluids was available. The Cargille 

fluid with nominal refractive index n = 1.504 was used in the experi-

mente Its index at 632.8 nm is interpolated to be n = 1.50173. 

The refractive indices of fluids are particularly temperature sensitive 

dn (dT = 0.00040/o C); the number given above was calculated from data 

reported for 20°C ambient. 



Of the various metals easily deposited by vacuum evaporation 

techniques, and therefore readily available (viz. aluminum, copper, 

nickel, and silver), silver was initially chosen. This choice was 

made primarily on the basis of the large ratio of the real part of 

the complex dielectric constant to the imaginary part at visible 

wavelengths, compliant with theoretical predictions of the presence 

of low-loss surface plasmons. Silver also is relatively i~ert in 

air~ Oxides more than a few angstrom units thick form only over 

periods of a week or more. Sulfides, the common silver tarnish, 

also form slowly, and are self-inhibiting. 
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The thin film structure of silver is a more troublesome con

sideration, and is dependent to some degree on the deposition process. 

Films thinner than about 28 nm are discontinuous, consisting of islands 

of variable size and continuity. The growth mechanism of these islands 

evidently is initiated by adsorption of evaporated silver atoms at. 

low energy locations on the substrate resulting from grain boundaries, 

impurities, and microscopic roughness, called nucleation sites. 

Additional silver atoms adhere to these initially adsorbed atoms 

and small islands grow at each site. The atoms at each island are 

held together by interatomic attractions akin to surface tension. 

As the islands grow larger with continued deposition, the surface 

tension decreases. The separation of the islands also decreases. 

Nearby small islands agglomerate to form large islands, much as small 

water droplets on a rain-splattered window run together to form larger 



beads. With continued deposition the islands eventually link to 

form chains and meshes, and, finally, continuous films. 
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These island structures have been observed using electron

beam mi~roscopy, by other workers. In his book Thin Film Phenomena, 

Kasturi Chopra gives a good description of the growth of the islands 

and of the use of electron-beam microscopy to view thin-film struc

tures, as well as extensive references to other work in the literature 

(Chopra, 1979). An optical indicator of their presence may be employed 

during deposition by arranging to detect the transmission of a light 

beam through the film. Transmission is inhibited by both adsorption 

and scattering. As the amount of deposited silver increased, the 

transmission decreases monotonically to the point at which the mass 

of silver deposited is equivalent to ~hat in a continuous film approx

imately 25 to 28 nm thick. (The mass can be monitored using a piezo

electric quartz crystal OSCillator; the oscillator frequency increases 

linearly with the mass loading.) In this thickness regime the trans

mission reverses its downward trend briefly. This anomaly corresponds 

to disappearance of the scattered light losses, and to formation 

of a continuous film. 

Recently a new technique, conceived by Steve Browning at 

the Optical SCiences Center with the intent of promoting the adhesion 

of film depositions, has been investigated. This process entails 

bombarding the substrate during deposition with electrons which are 

thermally released from an electrically heated cathode, then acceler

ated toward a ring anode located near the substrates in the deposition 
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chamber. (Maintaining the accelerating voltage during metal deposition 

can be a little tenuous.) Apparently one of two processes occurs, 

with the end result that, during silver depositions, the islands 

do not agglomerate as quickly and films of thickness less than 28 

nm are much smoother: electron-bombarded substrates may have a greater 

density of nucleation sites, either more low energy sites or a smaller 

gradation of energy between sites; or islands, while still small, 

become electrostatically charged with electrons whereby mutual repul

sion inhibits island agglomeration. Films made using this electron

bombardment technique of thicknesses in the range 17 to 28 nm have 

proved superior for low-loss propagation of double-interface coupled 

surface plasmons. 

Accurate values of the dielectric constants of metals are 

difficult to procure. Various articles list values measured in the 

range of visible wavelengths near 632.8 nm (American Institute of 

Physics Handbook, 1972; Johnson and Christy, 1972; Johnson and Christy, 

1974; Ordal, et al., 1983). Their agreement is seldom within ten 

percent for either the real or the imaginary component of the dielectric 

constant. These disparities most likely result from surface prepar

ation, but may also depend on the uniformity of crystalline structure 

of the metal, and on whether the sample is cleaned and polished from 

a bulk solid piece or evaporated. Columnar structures in evaporated 

crystalline films are not uncommon. A list of selected dielectric 

constants (or refractive indices) is compiled in Table 3. 



Table 3. Dielectric Constants, Selected Metals 

Metal 

Wavelength = .5328 ~m 

Ag 

Au 

A1 

Cu 

Ni 

Mo 

Wavelength = 10 

Ag 

Au 

A1 

Cu 

Co 

Pb 

e:' 

-18.7 

-13.5 

-46.4 

-18.6 

- 9.87 

- 3.68 

-2750 

-4420 

-3850 

-3550 

- 957 

e: ' , 

.606 

- 1.25 

-16.7 

- 1.43 

-15.0 

-21. 5 

-14bo 

-1550 

-3500 

-1330 

- 418 

-1570 
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In practice, these compiled values of the dielectric constants 

served as guidelines only. The values employed to analyze the experi

mental curves and data were obtained by matching prominent features 

with curves from computer models. The details of this approach will 

be explained thoroughly in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Techniques and Procedures 

To determine the existence of the double-interface, coupled

surface-plasmon modes, and the dependence of the propagation losses 

of the antisymmetric mode on metal film thickness, the metal films 

were probed using the attenuated total reflection (ATR) technique. 

The retroreflecting, hemispherical prism coupler and associated optics 

and electronics described earlier were employed for these measurements. 

In detail, the intensity of the light reflected from the prism-waveguide 

interface is recorded as the prism-waveguide structure is rotated in 

the path of the incident laser beam. Stimulation of the surface plasmon 

modes occurs by means of frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) 

of the free propagating laser light in the prism. This process is 

dependent on matching that component of the k-vector of the light in 

the prism which is parallel to the metal film and the propagation constant 

of the modal field which is guided on the metal surfaces; this is ac

complished by scanning the incidence angle of the beam (i.e., by rotating 

the prism-waveguide structure). Of course, the refractive index of 

the prism must be high enough that the parallel component of the k-

vector in the prism may be adjusted to be as large as the propagation 

constant of the mode by rotating the prism. (In fact, this is not 

possible with the prism refractive index used here for the symmetric 
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mode on very thin silver films; the real part of the propagation constant 

exceeds 1.7788, the refractive index of the prism.) When the angular 

matching condition is satisfied, a fraction of the incident light is 

coupled into the waveguide mode. This fraction is dependent on the 

overlap of the angular spectra of the incident beam and the waveguide 

mode, on the width of the low-refractive-index gap separating the prism 

and the waveguide structure, and on the various refractive indices. 

Some of the light which is coupled into the waveguide mode is coupled 

back out into the radiative beam in the prism, joining the reflected 

light (which was not coupled into the prism), but out of phase with 

it. (This out-coupled light, because of the details of the coupling 

mechanism, is also shifted laterally with respect to the reflected 

beam.) The rest of the light in the waveguide is dissipated by absorp

tion and scattering, or guided away from the interaction region. Thus, 

at this resonance angle, at which the waveguide mode is stimulated, 

there is less light power in the reflected beam. A dip in the power 

detected in the direction of the reflected beam indicates the presence 

of a modal resonance. 

The losses in the waveguide mode cause its effective angular 

spectrum to be broadened; the mathematical description of the losses 

indicates an' angular spectrum which is Lorentzian in line shape, as 

shown in a preceding section. The incident beam also has a character

istic angular spectrum, depending on the amplitude cross-section profile 

of its wavefront; the beam used in this experiment has a carefully 

controlled rectangular aperture on a plane wavefront, producing a sinc 



function angular spectrum. Scanning the angle of the incident beam 

produces a convolution of these two angular spectra. Thus, the ATR 

angular scan does not show a delta function shaped dip in the detected 

intensity at the resonance locations. 

The majority of the experimentation was done using silver films, 

and the significant positive results were achieved with them. Those 

experiments will be discussed first. 

More than a dozen samples incorporating variations of the silver 

film's thickness, the tQchnique used for its deposition, and the quality 

of the substrate were tested for the presence of the double-interface 

coupled-surface-plasmon modes. About half of those samples produced 

results worth discussing. 

To probe for the resonance modes the samples were placed on 

the rotary table, on edge, between the spring plungers and the hemi

spherical coupling prism with the silvered side toward the prism, and 

with a drop of index matching fluid between the silver film and the 

prism's surface. Two microscope slides were inserted between the spring 

plungers and the sample to reduce local bending of the sample and to 

maintain a uniform gap thickness with parallel boundaries. They were 

helpful in this regard, but bending of the sample substrate was still 

evident under conditions of higher pressure from the adjustable spring 

plunger. Under these conditions, a dark spot indicating frustrated 

total internal reflection in the region of the sample supported by 

the spring plunger is visible, looking through the prism, in room light. 

Since this support point is at the center of the prism-waveguide 
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interface, across from the aluminized section separating the prism's 

two halves, the thickness of the gap separating the prism and the silver 

film increases away from the center. To optimize coupling, the test 

light beam was made to propagate away from this support region when 

it impinged on the coupling interface. This was facilitated by adjusting 

the rectangular aperture to allow the appropriate part of the beam 

to pass. 

Initially, the spring plunger which is driven by the micrometer 

was adjusted just tight enough to hold the assembly together. An angular 

scan was made, and the beam reflectance recorded. The spring plunger 

was adjusted progressively tighter before each angular scan until the 

dip in the reflectance curve indicative of the surface-plasmon resonance 

was observed, or until the spring supporting the spring plunger's tip 

was fully compressed. The plunger could be tightened, cautiously, 

beyond this pOint, but doing so in the hope of discovering a resonance 

which had not previously appeared was generally futile. 

A rule of thumb for the appropriate tightness of the adjustable 

spring plunger is that the dark spot indicating frustrated total internal 

reflection should be just barely visible. This will be too tight for 

very thin silver films, about right for thicker ones (e.g., greater 

than 30 nm thick); it is a good place to start to save time. It has 

been discovered empirically that the fluid in the gap requires a couple 

of minutes to flow to a stable distribution after a large abrupt change 

in the spring plunger pressure, and that it will continue to equilibrate 

very slowly during the subsequent hours. 
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Unfortunately, no accurate means of determining the exact thick

ness of the index-matching-fluid-filled gap has yet been developed. 

One possible procedure is the following. In the angular region below 

the critical angle between the prism and the fluid, the gap between 

the prism and the silver film acts like a resonant cavity, provided 

it is thick enough. As the angle of incidence is scanned, the reflec

tance from this cavity changes periodically, resulting in hills and 

valleys in the reflectance trace. A computer program incorporating 

a calculation of the complex reflection from the two boundaries of 

the cavity into the familiar resonance equations can be written which 

will determine a best fit value of the gap thickness using the angular 

locations of the maxima and minima of the reflectance curve as input 

data. (Note that for a thin silver film there will be transmission 

through it into the sUbstrate.) 

Experimental Results and Computer-Model Curve Fitting 

The thickness of the various silver films which were probed 

are listed across from the number designations of the corresponding 

samples in Table 4. Four of these films were deposited using the elec

tron-beam' bombardment technique described earlier: an "x" located in 

the "e-beam deposition" column indicates which films. All silver films 

were deposited on especially polished glass substrates, similar to 

microscQpe ~lides~ 

The most useful reflectance trace for each film is presented 

in the series of figures, Figs. 23 to 33, presented beginning on the 

fifth page following. These traces were selected, whenever 

possible, in observance of the restriction that the ATR dip 



Table 4. Deposition Parameters of Silver Film Samples.* 

Sample Number e-beam Thickness (nm) See 
Deposition Figure 

11-8 200 (ex» 23 

20-9 x 58.0 24 

19-24 52.5 25 

7-33 47.8 26 

22-4 21.6 27 

21-4 21.2 28 

24-8 x 20.0 29 

23-4 x 17.3 30 

8-67 15.3 31 

12-14 13.5 32 

10-19 x 10.7 33 

* An "x" in the "e-obeam deposition" column indicates which films 
were electron-beam bombarded during deposition. 
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minimum be no lower than 60%. This restriction is intended to minimize 

the contribution of out-coupling from the waveguide mode back into 

the prism (termed "prism loading") to the apparent losses of the mode, 

which are indicated by the width of the resonance dip. Empirically, 

the width of the dip remains unaffected by prism loading as long as 

its minimum is above the 60% level. In practice, this minimum value 

is determined by the proximity of the prism to the metal film; a wider 

gap gives less efficient coupling, both into and out of the guided 

wave, but also less prism loading. The dotted vertical line on each 

plot indicates the critical angle in the prism. Note that the scale 

of the abscissa changes from one plot to another. 

In most of these figures, two plots are shown: the experi-

mentally produced ATR curve, and the best fit theoretically produced 

(computer generated) curve. In a few figures, an auxilliary plot is 

included to illustrate a particular feature or technique. 

The roll off of the experimental curves at angles near and 

below critical angle is due to the non-unity reflectivity of the aluminum 

reflecting surface, between the two halves of the prism. 

The reference sample was an opaque silver film deposited on 

one of the especially polished microscope slide substrates, sample 

11-8. The film was deposited without electron-beam bombardment of 

the substrate and was thicker than 100 nm, infinitely thick insofar 

as the fields of the surface plasmon are concerned. Only a single-

surface plasmon was expected on this film. This resonance provided 

information about the complex dielectric constant of the metal films, 



which was then assumed valid for the thinner films investigated. The 

procedure for extracting this information will be explained later. 

Plots of curves numbered 20-9, 19-24, and 7-33 show two ATR 

dips. On these films, the resonance due to the antisymmetric cross

sectional profile of the longitudinal electric field and the resonance 

due to the symmetric-profile field both appear under the same gap 

thickness conditions. The antisymmetric mode occurs nearer to critical 

-angle than the single-surface mode evidenced in plot number 11-8, and 

the symmetric mode occurs farther from it. This statement is supported 

by computer generated plots of the fields associated with a silver 
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film of given th~ckness and chosen propagation constant (or, equivalently, 

incidence angle of the beam in the prism). The features of these plots 

will be discussed as part of the analysis in the following section. 

On successively thinner silver films, the antisymmetric- and 

symmetric-field resonances migrate farther from the angular position 

of the single-surface mode. The antisymmetric-fie1d resonance dip 

becomes narrower and the symmetric-field resonance dip becomes broader, 

indicating less, and more, absorption losses, respectively. One other 

phenomenon is evidenced by the curves due to successively thinner films. 

The rate of decay, perpendicular to the propagation direction, of the 

evanescent fields of the guided wave in the substrate and the gap becomes 

progressively less for the antisymmetric mode on thinner films. This 

corresponds to the movement of the resonance dip closer to the critical 

angle; the wave becomes more nearly a plane wave in form, with less 

cross-sectional amplitude variation. The converse description holds 
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for the evanescent fields of the symmetric-field mode. As a result, 

the thickness of the gap separating the prism and the metal film which 

is appropriate for efficient coupling becomes greater for the antisym

metric-field mode for thinner films, but less for the symmetric-field 

modes. Below a film thickness of about 40 nm (for silver films), either 

the symmetric mode resonance will not appear (when the gap thickness 

is optimally adjusted for the antisymmetric mode resonance) because 

the gap is too wide for the evanescent fields to reach through to provide 

FTIR coupling, or the antisymmetric mode resonance will be loaded so 

heavily by the proximity o~ the prism (when the gap is adjusted to 

stimulate the symmetric mode) that its presence is not clearly defined. 

Plots of curves for thinner films therefore show only the resonance 

due to the antisymmetric-field mode. 

The remaining plots show only one ATR dip, that due to the 

anti-symmetric-field mode. It continues to migrate toward smaller 

angles and to grow narrower as the film thickness decreases. 

Note the effect of bombarding the substrate with electrons 

during silver deposition on the width of the resonance dip in the ATR 

curve for the film. Plots numbered 22-4, 21-4, and 24-8 are all for 

films of about the same thickness, but only plot 24-8 resulted from 

a film for which the e-beam bombardment technique was used. The width 

of the experimental dip for plot 24-8 is only about 0.08 degrees. 

The width of the experimental dip for plots 22-4 and 21-4 are 0.29 

and 0.30 degrees, respectively--31 times wider. Presumably, scattering 
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Figure 23. ATR curves for sample number 11-8. 

Top: Theoretical curve fit--for this thick 
metal sample, refractive index of the metal 
and gap thickness were varied to match 
experimental dip location and width. 

Bottom: experimental 

~: The complex refractive indices, listed 
in three lines with the upper frame, are those 
of the gap, metal, and substrate, top to bottom. 
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Figure 24. ATR curves for sample number 20-9. 

Top: Theoretical curve fit--refractive index 
of metal assumed a priori; metal and gap thick
nesses varied to match experimental dip location 
and width. 

Bottom: experimental 

Note: The complex refractive indices, listed in 
three lines with the upper frame, are those of 
the gap, metal, and substrate, top to bottom. 
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See Figure 24 for explanatory notes. 
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Figure 26. ATR curves for sample number 7-33. 

Top: theoretical curve fit 

Bottom: experimental 

See Figure 24 for explanatory notes. 
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Figure 27. ATR curves for sample number 22-4. 

Top: theoretical curve fit 

Bottom: experimental 

See Figure 24 for explanato'ry notes. 
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Figure 27.--Continued 

Theoretical curve fit adjusted 
to accommodate gap resonances. 
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Top: theoretical curve fit 
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See Figure 24 for explanatory notes. 
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Figure 28.--Continued 

Theoretical curve fit adjusted to 
accommodate ·gap resonances. 
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Figure 29. ATR curves for sample number 24-8. 

Top: theoretical curve fit 

Bottom: experimental 

See Figure 24 for explanatory notes. 
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Figure 30. ATR curves for sample number 23-4. 

Top: theoretical curve fit 

Bottom: experimental 

See Figure 24 for explanatory notes. 
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Figure 31. ATR curves for sample number 8-67. 

Top: theoretical curve fit 

Bottom: experimental 

See Figure 24 for explanatory notes. 
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Figure 32. ATR curves for sample number 12-14. 

Top: theoretical curve fit 

Bottom: experimental 

See Figure 24 for explanatory notes. 
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Figure 33. ATR curves for sample number 10-19. 

Top: theoretical curve fit 

Bottom: experimental 

See Figure 24 for explanatory notes. 
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from apparent surface roughness due to agglomeration of deposited silver 

into islands accounts for the difference in effective loss to the mode. 

The electron bombardment technique appears effective for films 

in the range of 15-18 nm, also. Plot 23-4 for a 17.3 nm thick, electron 

bombarded film has a resonance dip width of 0.062 degrees. Plot 8-

67 for a 15.3 nm thick film deposited without electron bombardment 

has a greater resonance dip width: 0.23 degrees. 

For thinner films, the efficacy of the electron bombardment 

is less apparent. It is conceivable that silver agglomeration has 

not become appreciable at these lesser thicknesses. 

One other factor becomes important in comparing the apparent 

widths of the experimental ATR dips when those widths are less that 

approximately 0.1 degree. The angular spectrum of the probe beam, 

measured between the first zeroes of the sinc function which results 

from the rectangu1ar-apertured wavefront because of diffraction, has 

a divergence of about 0.044 degrees. In the measurement, this angular 

spectrum is convolved with the intrinsic angular spectrum of the mode, 

which is Lorentzian in shape. When two functions, both of which are 

fairly smooth in character, are convolved, the resulting function has 

width roughly equal to the sum of the widths of the original functions. 

Hence, about 0.044 degrees of the apparent width of the resonance dips 

is caused by the diffraction contribution to the angular spectrum of 

the probe beam. This is a significant factor for plots numbered 12-

14 and 10-19, whose experimental ATR dips have total measured widths 

of only 0.058 and 0.052 degrees, respectively. 
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With the experimental ATR plots in hand, effort was turned 

to comparing the experimental results with those predicted by the theory. 

Several parameters could be adjusted, theoretically, to correlate the 

two. In modelling the experiment, uncertainty in the value of the 

complex dielectric constant of the metal, in the exact thickness of 

the metal, and in the thickness of the prism-to-waveguide gap allowed 

flexibility, within reasonable limits. The most significant indicator 

of the demonstration of experimental corroboration of the theory is 

the match of the experimentally derived propagation constant, S " and 

propagation loss, S", as they depend on metal film thickness to the 

dependence derived theoretically. An approach to modelling was adopted 

which confines these uncertainties sufficiently that reasonable quanti

tative results were achieved. 

The complex dielectric constant of evaporated silver films 

appears, from consulting the literature (American Institute of Physics 

Handbook, 1972; Johnson and Christy, 1972; Ordal, et al., 1983), to 

be variable, depending on the evaporation process used to make them. 

To determine a complex dielectric constant characteristic of the silver 

films used here, it was necessary to eliminate film thickness from 

consideration. To this end, an opaque silver film about 200 nm thick 

(effectively infinitely thick) was probed for surface plasmon modes. 

in the ATR experiment. The anticipated resonance dip, that of run 

11-8 in Figure 23, was observed. Trial and error modelling was pursued, 

varying the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant (refractive 

index, actually) of the silver films and the thickness of the gap until 



the theoretical curve shown in Figure 23 resulted. The real part of 

the refractive index primarily influences the angular location of the 

ATR resonance, while the imaginary part affects the width of the dip. 

Gap thickness is significant in matching the depth of the dip. Each 

of these factors has a small impact on all three features of the ATR 

dip, but is primarily localized in effect as just described. This. 

initial procedure provided a complex refractive index which served 

adequately to describe the thin~er films probed later with only occa

sional small modifications: n = .07- i4.35 was determined from the 

thick film; n = .07 - i4.33 was employed, initially, for all others. 

Having determined the refractive index, theoretical curves 
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were matched to the experimental curves by adjusting the metal thickness 

and gap thickness parameters. These were adjusted so that the angular 

locations of the ATR dips were reconciled. This ensures that the values 

of S' indicated by the experimental curves will fall exactly on the 

theoretical curves of S' vs. d (d is the metal thickness); for a given 

thickness, S' has a direct correspondence with the angular location 

of the dip. 

The remaining constant, S", the propagation loss, was subsequ

ently determined. Two approaches are reasonable. 

The propagation loss value for the theoretical curves, generated 

to match the experimental results, can be found easily using the equation 

derived in a preceding section, since both S' and d are known. Dror 

Sarid is responsible for a computer program which performs this calcula

tion, called SPW1. Since S" is directly proportional to the width 
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at half maximum of the ATR dip, the ratio of the a" value for the 

experimental curve to that, now known, for the theoretical curve is 

equal to that of their respective ATR dip widths. (The expression 

a" = - sinq,cos q, 2A1Tn 6
1 
( q,), developed from the Fourier transform analysis, 

o 
earlier, substantiates the proportionality.) The values of a" generated 

by this approach are listed in Table 5. 

The second approach for determining the propagation loss is 

to use a" = - sin q, cos q, 2~ 6
i 

(q,) directly, obtaining 61 (q,) by measure-
o 

mente The accuracy of this approach is indicated by the comparison 

of a" values produced using this equation to those produced using 

the program SPW1 which appears in Table 6. (Both of these results 

are based on the computer generated theoretical curves.) Clearly, 

although the values generally differ by no more than a factor of 2, 

the correspondence is not very good. 

There are several plausible rationalizations that values produced 

by the above equation should exceed those produced by the program SPW1. 

(This is not always the case; no reasons for the converse:i:elation come 

to mind.) Some of the theoretical, computer generated ATR curves have 

marginal resolution along the abscissa. This results in the ATR dip's 

appearing more shallow than it should. When the half width of the 

dip is measured at half the apparent depth, it is measured wider than 

it should be. Some of the ATR curves display dips which are rather 

deep--down to about 40%. At this coupling efficiency, losses from 

the mode through reradiation into the prism will cause broadening of 

the ATR dip. This prism-loading loss is not accounted for in the SPW1 
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Table 5. Experimental Propagation Loss (a") Va1ues.* 

* 

Sample 
Number 

11-8 

20-9 

19-24 

7-33 

22-4 

21-4 

24-8 

23-4 

8-67 

12-14 

10-19 

Silver Thickness 
(nm) 

200 

58.0 

52.5 

47.8 

21.6 

21.2 

20.0 

17.3 

15.3 

13.5 

10.7 

Ratio of experi
mental to theoret
ical ATR dip width 

1 

1 

1.2 

1.7 

2.4 

1.9 

1.85 

1..9 

5.1 

1 

1.8 

Experimental 
a' , 

-3.536E-3 

-1. 896E-3 

-1.950E-3 

-2.354E-3 

-5.669E-4 

-4.296E-4 

-3.699E-4 

-2.648E-4 

-5.342E-4 

-7.857E-5 

-8.301E-5 

Experimental a" value calculated equal to the theoretical a" value 
(determined using the 8' and d values obtained from curve matching, 
incorporated in the computer program SPW1) multiplied by the ratio 
of the width (FWHM) of the experimental ATR dip to that (FWHM) of 
the theoretical ATR dip. See Table 6 for values of a" generated 
by SPW1. 

S' , 
exp = 

S' , 
SPW1 

b.~ exp 

b.~ SPW1 
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Table 6. Propagation Loss (13 ' ') Values Calculated Using SPl-ll 
and using 13" = -sin<j> cos<j>l1'k (<j»; the 2 1T /11.0 Factor is 
Suppressed Throughout. 

Sample Silver thickness R' , 13" 
Number (nm) SPwl -sin<j>cos<j>l1i(<j» 

11-8 200 -3.536E-3 -2.l6E-3 

20-9 58.0 -1. 896E-3 -2.45E-3 

19-24 52.5 -1. 625E-3 -2.39E-3 

7-33 47.8 -1.382E3 -1. 37E-3 

22-4 21.6 -2. 364E"";4 -3.85E-4 

2l~4/: 21.2 -2.26lE-4 -5.47E-4 

24-8 20.0 -1. 999E-4 -1.13E-4 

23-4 17.3 -1. 394E-4 -7.55E-5 

8-67 15.3 -1. o 52E.,.4 -1. 38E-4 

12-14 13.5 -7.857E-5 -6.24E-5 

10-19 10.7 -4.677E-5 -2.55E-5 
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computer program; its calculation of S', S", and d is for a free-stand

ing thin metal film structure with no prism. One other mechanism may 

influence dip width. For angles near critical angle the strength of 

the prism-to-waveguide coupling varies rapidly with angle of incidence; . 

the length of the evanescent tail, reaching across the gap from the 

prism, diminishes quickly with increasing incidence angle. For thin 

metal films, which produce antisymmetric-fie1d mode ATR dips for light 

incident near the critical angle in the prism, coupling is stronger 

on the small angle side of the dip and weaker on the large angle side. 

A small shift in the apparent position of the resonance toward smaller 

angles should result. 

The conclusion to be drawn from this comparison is that the 

mathematical expressions developed for modelling and understanding 

the surface plasmon experiment, while correct for the aspects of the 

experiment that they address, do not and probably cannot exactly describe 

the actual physics. The most evident breakdown in the analysis is 

at the stage of curve matching the experimental ATR results with computer 

generated plots. The physics, as modelled, has more degrees of freedom 

than variables exist to constrain them. A good measurement of the 

gap thickness would be very helpful; a method is suggested in the next 

paragraph. An independent measurement of film thickness and dielectric 

constant would be invaluable; these measurements are difficult to perform 

accurately even when commercial instruments are available for use; 

further, e11ipsometers are expensive. Beyond these difficulties, our 

models may not correspond to the actual thin film structures incorporated 



in the experiment. For these thin silver films, surface roughness 

of the glass substrate, and of the deposited film itself, may cause 

thin layers of material, called cermets, whose dielectric constants 

correspond closely to neither that of the glass or of the metal. In 

view of these uncertainties, a factor of two may be unimportant. 

It was observed in a preceding section that resonances in the 

gap below critical angle could be used to determine the gap thickness. 

Although a program designed explicitly to determine the gap thickness 

was not written, in some cases the presence of hills and vaJleys below 

critical angle in the experimental curves was useful in the theoretical 

curve matching process. Extending the curve fit to these features 

generally entailed changing the parameters somewhat. Generally, gap 

thickness had to be chosen smaller than that chosen on the basis of 

dip depth above. This choice causes the ATR dip of the theoretical 

curve to shift toward critical angle 'and to grow deeper. Increasing 
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the metal thickness moves the dip back into coincidence with the experi

mental curve. (It also makes the dip slightly wider, in better corre

spondence with experimental results.) The theoretical dip is now deeper 

than the experimental dip. This can be explained. The theoretical 

calculation probes the angular spectrum of the ATR resonance with a 

delta function; the experiment uses a sinc function probe whose overlap 

is less efficient in matching the ATR angular spectrum, resulting in 

poorer coupling and a shallower dip. 

the ATR curves of runs 21-4 and 22-4. 

These effects are apparent in 

See Figures 27 and 28. 



The data compiled from the experimental ATR curves is displayed 

in graphical form in Figure 34, where S' and S" are ploted vs. d. 

The two branches of the theoretical S' vs. d curve, corresponding to 

the antisymmetric (lower branch) and symmetric (upper branch) modes, 
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are represented by the dotted trace. The two branches of the theoretical 

S" vs. d curve, again with the antisymmetric mode on the lower branch 

and the symmetric mode on the upper branch, are represented by the 

solid trace. Experimental values of S' are indicated by Os, and fall 

on the dotted trace perforce, as explained above. Experimental values 

of S" are indicated by Xs. These values are taken from Table 5, in 

which they were determined by comparison of the widths of the experi

mental and theoretical ATR dips. For determining the contribution 

to the width of the surface plasmon mode alone, the width of the diffrac

tion angular spectrum (.044 degrees) was subtracted out for the ATR 

dips which are narrow enough for this contribution to be significant. 

The experimental values of the propagation loss are higher 

than the theoretical values, in some cases by a factor of two or so. 

Particularly in the range of thickness between 15 and 30 nm, scattering 

from the silver island structures increases the losses. But the trend 

is clear. Thinner silver films guide the coupled-surface-plasmon wave 

with lower loss and greater propagation range. 
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the propagation constant of the double-interface 
coupled-surface plasmon on silver film thickness. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

Mathematical techniques for exploring the existence and char

acteristics of surface plasmons have been presented. In particular, 

for thin metal films bounded by semi-infinite dielectrics of approxi

mately equal dielectric constant, the mode solutions for the individual 

surfaces couple, resulting in two new modes, one symmetric and one 

antisymmetric in the longitudinal-electric-field profile. 

The experimental apparatus which was assembled to demonstrate 

the existence of these modes has been described. The use of a hemis

pherical, retroreflecting prism is the cornerstone of the design. 

Its use facilitates probing the waveguide structure over a wide range 

of angles of the incident beam, circumventing problems inherent in 

using triangular prism designs. The optics which shape the laser 

beam and compensate for aberrations in the hemispherical prism have 

also been described. 

Properties of metals which lead to low-loss surface plasmon 

propagation were investigated, and the idiosyncracies of thin films 

of silver were described. Techniques which were used to alleviate 

the adverse characteristics of silver films less than 30 nm thick 

were outlined. 

Experimental results, attenuated-total-reflection measurements 

of the resonances of the wave-guiding structure, were presented. 
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Theoretical curve-matching analysis was presented, and used to analyze 

the experimental results. Finally, experimental data was compared 

to theoretical curves of propagation losses as they depend on metal 

film thickness. Fundamental trends were upheld by the experiments. 

Thin metal films guide the antisymmetric coup1ed-surface-p1asmon 

mode with low intrinsic absorption losses. 

At visible wavelengths, integrated optical circuits incorpora-

tion surface plasmons as the guided wave for traditional applications 

which require substantial propagation distances possess minimal prospects 

for relization. Bar the discovery or development of metallic amalgams, 

super-lattices, or glasses having dielectric constants with large 

negative real part and small negative imaginary part at visible wave

lengths, the obstacle of intrinsic absorption appears insurmountable. 

Materials' optical characteristics at longer wavelengths proffer 

both promising prospects and discouraging attributes. Metals' 

dielectric constants become, generally, larger in magnitude, although 

less nearly pure negative real. While the increasing relative magnitude 

of the imaginary component of the dielectric constant ~s not desirable, 

calculations indicate that the growing absolute value of the dielectric 

constant more than compensates, providing, all other properties equal, 

prospects of longer propagating distances for surface plasmons. 

Unfortunately, all other properties are not immutable. Dielectric con

stants of materials which are optical dielectrics at visible wavelengths 

assume considerable imaginary components, and associated absorptivity, 

at longer wavelengths. Optical absorptio0 in the dielectrics bounding 

the metal film impede low loss surface plasmon propagation. 
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The high field strengths at material interfaces, which are 

characteristic of surface plasmon waves, may provide the basis for 

efficient nonlinear optical applications, e.g., second harmonic 

generation and optical bistability. (Dr. H. J. Simon and co-workers, 

Dr. Robert Dec, among them, are pursuing these applications at the 

University of Toledo.) 

The localization of surface plasmon fields near material 

interfaces renders the waves particularly susceptible to scattering 

from surface irregularities and local refractive index variations. 

Experiments to allow measurement of surface roughness and scattering 

via analysis of the transverse intensity profile of the out-coupled 

and reflected beam components in a prism coupler apparatus are ongoing 

in our laboratory, and constitute a continuation of the work presented 

here. 

Finally, interest in surface plasmons has developed for a 

variety of other applications. For spectral filter designs allowing 

a highly restricted field of view, incorporation of thin metal film 

layers which support surfac7 plasmons may be viable. Acousto-optic 

interaction of bulk or surface acoustic waves with surface plasmons 

has been suggested for modulation applications. 



APPENDIX A 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INTERPRETING 
SURFACE PLASMON CONTOUR PLOTS 

For single surface plasmons on half-infinite-metal surfaces 

the propagation constant is given by 

8' + i8" =k 

J 
'+i ' , '+i' , (€l €l )(€2 €2 ) 

o (€ '+i€ ")+(€ '+i€ " 
1 1 22) 

where €1 is the dielectric constant of the bounding dielectric and 

I I i<l> €2 is that of the metal. 8 can also be written 8= 8 e S. For 

any set of values (€1'€2) there is a unique, physical, corresponding 

8. Manipulating the expression for 8, contour plots have been drawn 

in the comple~ € plane which indicate values of E for which various 

parts of 8 are constant: Re {8}; I:mC 8} ; 18 i ; ~ S. 

Two sets of contour plots have been drawn. 

tours of constant 181 and cons~ant <1>8 in the complex 

One set has con-

plane. The 

other set has contours of constant Re{8} and constant Im{8} in the 

complex E plane. Complete solutions for 8 exist at the intersection 

of these curves (if the contours were infinitely dense, the entire 

E plane would produce solutions). Values of E in the upper half 

plane correspond to media with gain. Consequently, some contours 

have been neglected there. 
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All contours should be smooth and closed, with the following 

exceptions. The contours of constant Re{ Sf, have a cusp at the negative 

real axis on the more positive side of the curves. It appears to 

approach a cusp point at e: = - e:1 '. The cusps are more evident for 

larger values of Re{S}, for which the contour loops are smaller. 

There is also an anomaly in the contours for constant Im{S} near 

the origin for very large values of Im{S}. I do not understand this 

behaviour; it could conceivably be that the interactive solve process 

was not carried to high enough accuracy, but I do not think this 

is the correct explanation. All other discontinuities and sharp 

bends are the result of too low a sampling interval in the e: plane. 

The user may determine by eye which disconnected loop segments should 

be joined--it is too much agony to make the computer link everything 

together nicely. 

Whereas the computer program is designed to handle any set 

of complex values for e: 1 and e:2 , the curves plotted are constrained 

to e: 1 = 2.25 + iO.OO (a perfect dielectric, refractive index n = 
1.5 + iO.O). 

The values of the contours for each plot are tabulated above 

the curves in the corresponding figures. The contour values are 

also marked on the plots. 
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Figure Al. Contours of constant /13 I and <I>~ ± 10 limites on \ and e: 2. 

lsi contours form loops centered on the negative 
real axis; ~s contours form loops centered slightly 
to left of imaginary axis. 
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lsi contours form loops centered on the negative axis; 
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Figure' A3. 
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Figure AS. Contours of constant Re{S} and rm{s}; ±10 limits £1 and E2· 

Same trends as figure Al. 
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Figure. A7. Contours of constant Re{S} and Im{S}; ±10,OOO limits 
on E1 and £2· 

Same trends as Figure S. 
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APPENDIX B 

DETAILS OF THE OPTICAL SYSTEM 

The Microscope Objective 

The NRC spatial filter assembly is advertized with a choice 

of microscope objectives: model M-40X, a 4.3 mm focal length, 0.65 

numerical aperture (N.A.), 40X microscope objective designed for 

use in a standard microscope tube; or model L-65X, a 0.55 numerical 

aperture, 43X microscope objective designed for use at infinite conju

gates. Discovering the origin of these objectives required some 

ferretting; the Handbook of Optics lists commercial microscope objec

tives beginning on page 6-10. Model L-65X, the objective purchased 

with the spatial filter asembly, was identified as American Optical 

Company objective 114. Its specifications are: 43 power, 0.55 N.A., 

infinite conjugate achromat designed for use with a 0.18 mm thick 

glass cover slip of refractive index 1.522 and a telescope objective 

having an effective focal length of 165.2 mm. The. infinite object

side conjugate is the parameter of this objective that makes it at

tractive for this spatial filter application; laser beams generally 

appear to originate at point sources nearer to infinitely distant 

than to 160 mm (a standard tube length). In addition, this deSignation 

indicates that the objective is optimized for minimum spherical aber

ration when used at infinite conjugates. Unfortunately, its design 

for use with a cover slip foils expectations of better performance. 
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In a high-numerical-aperture beam, a glass plate introduces consider-

able negative spherical aberration. An objective designed to compen-

sate for this aberration must have an equal value of spherical aber-

ration of the opposite sign. Use of the objective without the cover 

slip leaves this designed-in aberration residual in the beam. The 

Airy pattern of a circularly truncated converging beam with spherical 

aberration is not entirely dissimilar to that produced by an unaber-

rated wavefront; particularly at a longitudinal location near paraxial 

focus. The aberrated wavefront introduces some lisht at the locations 

of the intensity zeroes of the unaberrated pattern, but the relative 

minima are not washed out, at least not for small aberration content. 

Incorporating a pinhole about the size of the Airy disk of the objec-

tive will reduce the downstream effects of the aberration, but at 

the expense of light intensity. The 5 ~m diameter pinhole used in 

the spatial filter assembly is not small enough to perform this task. 

The Airy disk which appears at the focal plane of a lens 

having a circular aperture illuminated by an on-axis plane wave has 
£ 

its first zero at a radius r 1 equal to 1.22 AD' A the wavelength 

of the light, f the focal length of the lens, and D its diameter. 
r D l.22A 

Recall N.A. = I = 2£' so r 1 = 2 N.A.. For a lens with N.A. = 0.55, 

r 1 = • 7 ~ m (A = .6328 ~m). A 5 ~m diameter pinhole is about 3.5 

times too large, by this means of determining. 

This L-65X objective must have a large amount of residual 

positive spherical aberration designed in to compensate for the contri-

bution of the-cover slip. How much? Here is the calculation for 
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the spherical aberration contributed by a 0.18 mm thick plane parallel 

glass plate with refractive index n = 1.522 in a 0.55 N.A. converging 

beam, wavelength 632.8 nm. Refer to Figure B1. 

By definition, N.A. = nSinS, so N.A. 0= 0.55 results in S 

= 33.367 Using Snell's Law, sin~ 
1 = - sinS n 

x = t tan~ = 0.0698 mm. y = x/tanS = 0.106 mm. e: = -z = -z 

(t-y) = -0.074 mm. In terms of spherical abberation in the wavefront, 
e:z 2 

W040 = Ir sin ~ = -0.002417 mm, or 3.82 waves at the edge of the 

pupil. 

The Beam Propagation 

Of course, the gaussian profile of the laser beam cross section 

underfills the aperture, so the effective aberration contribution 

is less. At the microscope objective's aperture, the radius at which 
1 

the beam amplitude falls off to e times its peak value on axis can 

be determined by analyzing the beam propagation from the laser. 

Some equations from Dr. J. D. Gaskill's book, Linear Systems, Fourier 

Transforms. and Optics (Gaskill, 1978) will be invoked to spare algebraic 

derivations. 

Leaving the laser the beam has a radius of .55 mm to the 
1 x e-1r ( Xb)2 e amplitude points. Write A(x) = gaus (b) = and determine 

(.55)2 -1 
b: e-rr -t- = e gives b = .97485 mm. In the far field, using 

the Fourier Transform properties of wave propagation, the beam ampli-
bx 

tude expression is a(x) = b gaus (AZ); or, regrouping factors with 
x b,,. z = sinS , a( S) = b gaus (~sin S). At the..l/e amplitude points, 

6=.366 mrad, so the beam divergence, 2 , is .732 mrad. 



Figure B1. Negative spherical aberration 
of a plane parallel glass plate 
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To satisfy the Fraunhofer conditions· so that the Fourier 

Transform expression is correct for the far field amplitude distri-
2 

bution, z·»· ~, where L is the radius of the initial amplitude . A 

distribution. L = .55 mm gives z » 1.5 m. In the optical table 

layout the distance from the laser to the microscope objective is 

34 inches, or 863.6 mm, which is inside the Fraunhofer region. As-
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suming that the far-field amplitude distribution is an accurate represen-

tation of the field would be erroneous. Gaussian be~ms do maintain 

their gaussian characteristic throughout the near-field, or Fresnel, 

region, however. Implementing equation 10.233 from Gaskill's book, 

b . = b J (~)+ 1 where bw is the beam-width parameter at the beam 
z w b 2 

w 
waist and bz is the beam-width parameter at location z, bz = 1.2234 

mm at z = 863.6 mm. Therefore, the beam amplitude falls off to lie 

at a radius of r = 0.69 mm at the microscope objective. 

Although this radius is a somewhat imprecise measure of the 

transverse extent of the beam, we can use it to re-evaluate the spher-

ical aberration introduced by the microscope objective. Recall that 

the microscope objective had a numerical aperture of 0.55 and a 3.8 

mm focal length. These values imply an aperture of radius 2.09 mm. 

Spherical aberration varies as the fourth power of the radius, so 

with the gaussian input beam described above the wavefront aberration 

is reduced by a factor of (.69/2.09)4 to .045 waves. 

Equation 10.233 of Gaskill's book includes an expression 

for the radius of curvature of the diverging gaussian-amplitude-pro

file beam, R = z((~;)2+1); R = 3475 rom at z = 863.6 rom. Using the 
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lens law for paraxial optics, 
_ ·.e1f .e , and the 3.8 mm focal length 

2 - .e +f . 
1 1 

of the objective, l2 changes only 0.1% when R 1 = oois substituted 

for.e 1 = 3475 mm; this is an effectively plane incident wavefront. 

The amplitude cross section of the field as it leaves the 

microscope objective can be described by a(x) = gaus ( ; 4~ cyl (4~18)' 
1. 23 

neglecting the small wavefront c~rvature and aberration. 

At the objective's focus, employing Gaskill's equation 10.249b, 

a(x) = gaus (1.2234r) * somb (4.18r) 
A~ Af 

= gaus (.00~467) * somb (.00~5753) • The gaussian provides 

the major influence to the appearance of this wavefront. 

Provided the pinhole is at the focal distance from the objec-

tive, the beam's amplitude profile leaving the pinhole is a(x) = 

( gaus ( r ) * somb ( r ) ) cyl' (' r) The cylinder t'unc tion 
.002467 .0005753 .005 • 

describing the pinhole's influence is about 1.8 times larger than 

the! point of the gaussian component, and it has little influence. 
e 

(The gaussian has value of about 0.04 at the edge of the pinhole.) 

It is small enough to filter some of the scattered light but too 

large to significantly alter the wavefront amplitude profile. As 

will be seen below, the beam is only marginally uniform in amplitude 

across the central portion of the wavefront where uniformity is im-

portant. A smaller pinhole could help correct this situation, and 

a 2 ~m diameter pinhole will be substituted for the 5 ~m pinhole 

used here in the updated optical system. 
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The Fraunhofer distance from the pinhole is only .124 mm. 

At the negative meniscus lens, 94 mm from the pinhole, the beam's 

amplitude profile is 

The cylinder function is not particularly contributive. At the edge 

of the negative meniscus lens, which has a 6.5 mm radius, the gaus 

function has value 0.796; the somb function has value of about 0.67. 

The beam diverges between the negative lens and the collimating 

achromat to a radius of about 12.5 mm. When the rectangular aperture 

is completely open, its half width is 6 mm. A more pertinent concern 

is the total fall off of the beam at 6 /12 •5 times the edge of the 

beam at the negative lens. A back-of-the-envelope approximation 

goes like this. The somb function looks about like a gaus function. 

In convolution, the widths of the convolved functions add, roughly 

speaking. So a(x) == gaus <;6). l2~5 x 6.5 mm = 3.12 mm. Finally, 

gaus (33~2) = 0.97, the amplitude roll off to the edge of the rectangu

lar aperture (0.95 for intensity). Empirically, the rolloff has 

been measured to be down to about 0.93. 

Spherical Aberration of the Hemispherical 
Retroreflecting Coupler 

The maximum aperture of the second achromat is 20 mm from 

the optic axis. Light leaving it is demagnified before entering 

the prism by the ratio of their focal lengths, li2~5, to give a maximum 

radius of 2.405 mm at the prism. Tracing a ray outward from the 
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coupling interface of the prism at this height toward its focal point 

shows that the ray crosses the axis 14.13 mm from the lens surface. 

The longitudinal ray aberration is €2 = 15.15-14.13 = 1.02 mm. From 
€ . 2 

W040 = f (~), with r = 2.405 mm and R = 15.15 mm, W040 = .00642 

mm, or 10.15 waves of spherical wavefront aberration. 

This value can be checked against that hidden in the interfero-

grams of Figure 19 in Chapter 2. Measurements on these patterns show 

a shear distance of .4 mm for a pupil of diameter 3.65 mm, so the edge 

of one pupil is interfering with the 0.89 zone of its sheared partner. 

There are just under four fringes difference between them, say 3.8. 

4 So W040 (1-.89 ) = 3.8A, and W040 = 10.23 waves. Close enough. 



APPENDIX C 

ELECTRONICS AND INTERFACES 

Interface Configuration and Control 

The microcomputer used in this experiment is the Hewlett

Packard model HP-85. With the addition of special plug-in interface 

modules, it is capable of communicating with peripherals on four 

different interface schemes: the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HPIB) , 

also known as the General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) and the IEEE-

488 interface since its sanctioning by the IEEE in 1978; the binary 

coded decimal (BCD) interface; a general purpose input-output (GPIO) 

interface; and the RS232C standard serial interface. 

An interface system is required to perform three types of 

tasks. The first is to address the peripheral with which the computer 

needs to exchange information. The second is to coordinate the pre

paredness of the peripherals and the computer for sending and receiving 

the information, and to prompt its transfer. I (This coordination 

is called handshaking.) The third is to actually transfer the data. 

Each interface system has strengths and weaknesses. The 

HPIB, an IEEE sanctioned standard interface, is the most sophisticated. 

A parallel-data-transfer interface, it manages up to fourteen peri

pherals by means of a well-structured handshaking procedure. It 

is limited to short-range lines (less than two meters between 
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consecutive components)'. The interpretive instrument at the peripheral 

end of the line tends to be expensive. 

The other interface systems are less standardized; even the 

RS232 serial interface is frequently bastardized in implementation 

to enhance its flexibility. The BCD interface is commonly used by 

metering instruments. It is a parallel interface, but is limited 

to two channels (it can carry communication with two peripherals). 

Its fifty-some-odd wires are divided into four-wire groups in this 

coding format; the function of the signal tran~mitted on each group 

is specified in the computer, dependent on the requirements of the 

peripheral. It operates with a less sophisticated handshake procedure 

than the HPIB. BCD instruments are generally about half as expensive 

as those communicating on the HPIB. 

GPIO systems vary. The Hewlett-Packard version has 32 lines, 

each of which is used to carry a different bit of information according 

to the requirements of the peripheral and the computer's register 

structure. The lines may be grouped into packets to allow flexibility 

in controlling the function of each register. Very few co~ercial 

instruments are deliberately designed to converse on this type of 

interface. 

Serial systems consist of two lines only. Common uses of 

this interface are rapid transfer of long strings of data between 

the computer and a buffer at a peripheral, as at a printer, and long 

distance data transfer, as with modems, over telephone lines. This 

interface-has rather severe handshake limitations under any but the 
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most simple conditions. In addition, the computer and peripherals 

must prearrange bit rates and codes for signalling the start and 

end of a message, etc. Its appeal is reduced by the lack of real 

standardization in its implementation. Detailed electronics design 

is requisite to interfacing a peripheral on this system. 

The HPIB and BCD interfaces have been chosen for our system. 

The HPIB coordinates communication with two of the peripherals, the 

plotter and the DMM. Both of these are Hewlett-Packard instruments. 

HPIB interfacing is as straightforward as connecting the cable to 

them. 

The step-motor driver/controller is interfaced on the BCD 

cable. A complete explanation of the intricacies of this interface 

is inappropriate here, but schematics, description of special options, 

and some comments are recorded for documentation. A preliminary 

reading of the Hewlett-Packard publication BCD Installation and Theory 

of Operation Manual for the HP 82941A interface is advised. 

This BCD interface has a 31-conductor, shielded cable connected 

to the interface circuit board at both ends. Cutting the cable at 

the middle allows communication with two peripherals on dedicated 

bidirectional channels (or with two different operations at the same 

peripheral, as implemented here). Channel A carries output information 

to the step-motor driver/controller. Channel B conveys input informa

tion about the value of the driver/controller front-panel LED display. 

Twenty lines in each channel (A or B) carry numerical data, either 

for transmission of decimal values or for specifying the instrument's 
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function (the latter is not applicable to the controller/driver used 

in this experiment). Four lines in each channel connect to a special 

control port which may be used in several ways; the specific use 

of these lines will be described below. Two more lines in each channel 

carry mantissa and exponent sign information. In each channel there 

is a line for indicating input or output operation, one for carrying 

a control signal from the microcomp~ter, and one for carrying a flag 

signal from the peripheral; these are the handshake lines. Two lines, 

one for each channel, are ground. 

The HP 82941A BCD interface circuit board has two internal 

switches that may be set manually. Switch S1 determines the interface 

address, and has not been changed from its factory preset value, 

3. Switch S2 sets default values for various handshake formats and 

for data logic sense. It has been set as in Table C1. These switch 

settings are not always appropriate" for the communication desired. 

For example, the logic sense of some ports differs from Channel A 

to Channel B. This detailed configuring connot be done at the manual 

switch S2, but must be accomplished via the BCD control registers 

which coordinate the interaction of the BCD interface circuitry with 

the microcomputer. 

There are ten BCD control registers each with eight bits. 

Their functions, those that are important for this interface configur

ation, are described here. Write Register 1 may be used to set the 

interrupt mask, allowing program execution to be interrupted from 

a peripheral. It is not employed. 



Table C1. Settings of the eight segments of switch S2 on the BCD interface board, 
and the effects of these settings. 

Switch Segment Setting Effect 

S2(1) 1 2 channel format option 

(2) 1 Leading edge handshake 

(3) 0 Positive true logic sense for data 

(4) 1 Negatiye true logic sense for signs 

(5) 1 Negative true logic for Port 10 

(6) 1 Negative true logic for control (CTL) 
lines 

(7) 1 Negative true logic for flag (FLG) 
lines 

(8) 1 Outputs enabled 

I-' 
V1 
.p. 



Write Register 2 encompasses several functions. Bits 7 and 

6 set Channel A and Channel B, respectively, for input or output. 

Channel B is restricted to transmitting only function digits when 
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its I/O setting differs from that of Channel A. But channel B is 

implemented to send only mantissa digits and no function digits. 

Therefore, bits 7 and 6 should always be set simultaneously and equal. 

Bits 5 and 4 enable microcomputer control of the control lines on 

Channels A and B, respectively. Since segment 6 of switch S2 (see 

above) is set equal to 1, providing negative true logic on the control 

lines, bits 5 and 4 should default to value 1 (high). This high 

level renders the control lines accessible for processing ENTER and 

OUTPUT commands to receive or send information to a peripheral • 

. . Depending on the chosen handshake procedure, these lines may be low 

while data is transmitted, but on completion of the transfer they 

will return high. Bits 3 through 0 set the value of Port 10, the 

special port alluded to above, having diverse functions. Port 10 

may be used to represent mantissa, exponent, or fUnction digits for 

one of the two channels. Or, as used here, it may be configured 

as an output only control port. Since segment 5 of switch S2 is 

set ~o 1 (high), negative true logic obtains on Port 10, and 1 is 

the default setting on bits 3 through o. Three of these bits set 

various options on the step-motor controller/driver circuit board; 

the fourth, bit 3, is unused and should always be 1 (default). Bit 

o addresses the FULL STEP-HALF STEP option for the step-motor angular 

step size; default (1) is FULL STEP (1/120 degree). Bit 1 addresses 



the absolute/incremental positioning option; absolute positioning 

rotates the table to the number of steps from zero indicated on the 

data lines, while incremental positioning moves those steps from 

the current location; default (1) gives absolute positioning. Bit 
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2 addresses the reset switch of the controller/driver. This switch 

sets the front panel LED display and counting registers which generate 

its value, to zero. To activate the reset switch, set bit 2 low 

momentarily--a low pulse is required. As mentioned, bit 3 is unas

signed. It will float high and has value 8 due to its binary location. 

Register 3 is a read and write register whose value indicates 

the number of mantissa digits in each channel. It is separated into 

two sections, the four least significant bits indicating the number 

of digits in channel A, and the four most significant, the number 

for Channel B. Because the wiring configuration of the interface 

and cable assigns five mantissa digits to each channel, this register 

must be set to 85. (Bits 6 and 4 set to 1 for five Channel B digits; 

bits 2 and 0 set to 1 for five Channel A digits. All other bits 

are O. Bit 6 has. value 64; bit 4, 16; bit 2, 4; bit 0, 1. 64 + 

16 + 4 +1 = 85.) Its default vaue is 63, four mantissa digits in 

each channel. 

Register 4 is a read and write· register which indicates the 

number of exponent digits in each channel. For two channel operation 

its default value is zero, which matches the interface configuration. 

Register 5 is a read and write register which indicates the 

number of function digits for each channel. The interface configuration 



requires no function digits. Since this register defaults to value 

17, one function digit in each channel, it must be set to zero. 

Register 6, a read/write register, indicates the number of 

mantissa digits to the right of the decimal point in each channel. 

Its default value is zero, which is appropriate. 
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Register 7 is a read/write register which indicates the logic 

sense of the three control signals (input/output, control, and flag) 

on each channel and whether the handshake sequence is leading-edge 

or trailing-edge. Bits 7 and 6 indicate the logic sense' for input/out

put on Channels A and B, respectively. Bits 5 and 4 indicate the 

logic sense for the control signals on Channels A and B, respectively. 

Bits 3 and 2 indicate the logic sense of the flag signals. Bits 

1 and 0 indicate a leading-edge handshake configuration when high 

(1) and trailing-edge when low (0). Bits 5 through 0 are all override 

controls, if addressed; their functions are preset on switch S2 discus

sed above. Because of the settings of the segments of switch S2, 

the default value of register 7 is 63. This value is appropriate 

for operating the interface as it is configured. 

Register 8 is a read/write register whose value indicates 

the logic sense of the data bits transmitted on the four lines dedi

cated to data transfer on each channel. Default value of 0 indicates 

positive-true logic sense, which is appropriate. 

Register 9 is a read/write register whose value indicates 

the logic sense of any lines configured for function data transmission. 

Since no lines carry function information, default 0 is appropriate. 



Register 10 is a read/write register. The lowest four bits 

indicate the logic sense for Port 10 data. The highest four bits 

indicate the logic sense for exponent and mantissa values on the 

two channels. Its default value is 255. This register must be set 

to value 79 (binary 01001111) for proper operation. 

Two software statements address the BCD control registers, 
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and they may be used from the keyboard or incorporated in a program. 

STATUS 3, N; A, in which 3 is the interface address, N is the register 

number, and A is an arbitrary variable name, assigns the value of 

register N to variable A. CONTROL 3, N; value assigns the value 

listed to register N. The Hewlett-Packard I/O Programming Guide 

provides a complete discussion of both the HPIB and BCD interfaces. 

Both Channel A and Channel B are configured for leading-edge 

handshake. The logic sense of their control (CTL) lines is the same, 

but of their flag (FLG) lines is opposed; see Figure C1 for handshake 

timing. Channel A addresses and sends position data to the control

ler/driver. CTLA goes low, causing data to be output to the peripheral 

and causing command execution to begin. Next FLGA goes low, indicating 

that positioning is in progress. FLGA low prompts CTLA to return 

high. FLGA goes high when the driver/controller indicates the step

motor is in position (IN PSN). Channel B querries and acquires posi

tion data from the controller/driver. The CTLB line goes low, trigger

ing the querry by setting the SET line on the driver/controller output 

board low and initiating the BCD digit strobe. The FLGB line immediate

ly goes high, indicating that the CTLB low signal was received and 
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Handshake timing and signal levels on channels 
A and B of the BCD interface 
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that the strobe is running. CTLB returns high after FLGB goes high. 

FLGB returns low when the data is ready to be read. 

Auxil1iary Interface Hardware 

To this point, the logic and handshake procedure has been 

discussed from the point of view of the interface boards, assuming 

the peripherals can accept and respond with the appropriate signals 

to match the expectations of the interface board. For the HPIB inter

face, the discussion is complete at this point. Auxil1iary electronics 

were required to complete the electronic link on the two BCD channels. 

Output to the controller/driver on the BCD interface cable, 

Channel A, connects at the back panel on a 36-pin connector. Table 

C2 indicates the Channel A interface-board designation for each line, 

its wire color code, the connector pin on the driver/controller to 

which it is soldered, and the function of that pin at the peripheral. 

The controller/driver requires a low pulse rather than the 

high-to-1ow level transition available on the CTLA line in order 

to initiate data transfer. To provide this signal, the following 

circuit is implemented (see Figure C2). The timing and signal levels 

for the output handshake which result are in a leading edge format 

(see Figure C3). 

Input from the controller/driver on Channel B of the BCD 

interface connects at the back panel on a 15-pin connector. However, 

it is not in BCD parallel format; the controller/driver delivers 

strobed BCD output on its data lines. Strobed BCD has four lines 

for carrying, in parallel, the BCD value of a single decimal digit. 
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Table C2. Channel A wire connections and corresponding signal 
functions 

Channel A line Wire color Driver/controller Signal function 
designation code connector pin 

A ground 907 1 COM 
CTLA 913 2 LOAD & EXECUTE 

3 unused 
A mantissa sign 905 4 DIR 
Port 4 Value 4 908 5 4 

4 1 97 6 1 
4 8 0 7 8 
4 1 98 8 2 
3 4 95 9 40 
3 1 93 10 10 
3 8 96 11 80 
3 2 94 12 20 
2 4 91 13 400 
2 1 9 14 100 Q) 

::l 
2 8 92 15 800 r-l 

C1l 
2 2 90 16 200 :> 

1 4 7 17 4 K t=l 
C) 

1 1 5 18 1 K ~ 

1 8 8 19 8 K 
1 2 6 20 2 K 
0 2 2 21 20 K 
0 4 3 22 40 K 
0 1 1 23 10 K 
0 8 4 24 90 K 

Power to non-
stable mu1tivibrator 25 +V 

FLGA 914 26 IN PSN 
27 Unused 
28 Unused 
29 Unused 

Port 10 Value 1 901 30 HALF STEP 
10 4 903 31 RESET 
10 2 902 32 ABS/INC 

33 Unused 
34 Unused 
35 Unused 
36 Unused 
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Figure C3. Timing and signals for the output 
handshake 

FLGA stays low during execution 
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Five other lines are strobed sequentially (there are six strobe inter-

vals, but only five digits--all BCD lines read zero during the sixth 

interval) to indicate which decimal digit's value is on the BCD lines. 

A demultiplexing circuit was built to convert the strobed BCD to 

interface-compatible, full-parallel BCD. The box containing the 

auxilliary electronics for Channel B has a 25-pin connector on the 

computer-interface side and a 15 pin connector at the end of a flat 

cable on the control-ler/driver side. 

Three tables list the connections. The first indicates the 

computer interface Channel B connections to the 25-pin connector 

of the auxilliary electronics box. The second lists the connections 

of the 25-pin connector to the pins on the various chips inside the 

box; refer to the schematics, which follow, for chip designation. 

The third lists the connections of the 15-pin connector to the chips 

in the box; again, refer to the schematics. 

Schematics of the demultiplexer curcuit and descriptions 

of the functions of the chips are presented in the following figures. 
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Table C3. Channel B to EC-2 auxilliary box wire connections and 
corresponding signal functions 

Channel B line Wire color Al1xilliary box Signal 
designation code connector pin Function 

Port 5 Value 80K 4 1 80K 

5 40K 3 2 40K 

5 20K 2 3 20K 

5 10K 1 4 10K 

6 8K 8 5 8K 

6 4K 7 6 4K 

6 2K 6 7 2K 

6 lK 5 8 lK 

7 800 92 9 800 

7 400 91 10 400 

7 200 90 11 200 

7 100 9 12 100 

8 80 96 13 80 

8 40 95 14 40 

8 20 94 15 20 

8 10 93 16 10 

9 8 0 17 8 

9 4 908 18 4 

9 2 98 19 2 

9 1 97 20 1 

CTLB 913 21 SET 

FLGB 914 22 FLGB 

DIR (B mantissa sign) 905 23 DIR 

COM 915 24 COM 

Unused 25 
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Table C4., BCD Demultiplexer Connector-to-Circuit Wiring 
Demultiplexer to HP BCD Interface 

25 Pin Demux 
Connector Connection Function 

1 Al 80K 

2 All 40K 

3 AlO 20K 

4 A2 10K 

5 Bl 8K 

6 Bll 4K 

7 BIO 2K 

8 B2 lK 

9 Cl 800 

10 CII 400 

11 CIO 200 

12 C2 100 

13: Dl 80 

14 .. , DII 40 

15 DIO 20 

16' D2 10 

IT' El 8 

18 Ell 4 

19 EIO 2 

20 E2 1 

21 J3 CTLB or SET 

22 .. K3 FLGB 
23' NC-direct' to DIR at EC-2 Mantissa sign 

24 A8 Gnd or Com 

25. NC 
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Table C5. BCD Denumtip1exer Connector-to-Circuit Wiring 
b) EC-2 to Demultiplexer 

15 Pin Connector Demux Connection Function 

Pin Wire Color 

1 Brown 17 Gnd or Com 

2 Neutral/Brown C13 BCD 2 

3 Green C4 BCD B 

4 Neutral/Red I1 Strobe, 1s digit 

5 Orange HB Strobe, 100s 
digit 

6 Neutral/Orange H1 Strobe, 10Ks 
digit 

7 Yellow F3 SET 

B Neutral/Yellow F1 Power line (+5V) 

9 Red C14 BCD 1 

10 Neutral/Brown C7 BCD 4 

11 Blue pin 23, BCD interface D1R (mantissa 
sign) 

12 Neutral/Blue H12 Strobe, lOs 
digit 

13 Violet H5 Strobe, 1Ks 
digit 

14 Neutral/Violet NC (Strobe, lOOKs 
digit) 

15 Gray 17 Gnd or Com 
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Figure C4. The demultiplexer 

o - 25 pin connector to HP BCD interface 
a - 15 pin connector to EC-2 controller/driver 
The multiplexed BCD lines, [I EQI [I [~J are at 
O-15V logic from the controller/driver _ 
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top view 
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Figure C6. Functional diagram of chips A, B, C, D, and 
E; these are 4042 quad latch chips. 

The parity line is tied high in this circuit 
application. 
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Figure C7. Functional diagram of chip F, a 4049 Hex 
Buffer. 

On this chip, +5V is at pin 1, COM is at 
pin 8. Pins 7, 9, 11, 14 are not used and 
are tied to COM (gnd). Pin 1b is NC 
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No 

Q x change 

x x 1 a a 1 
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x'" any value 

Figure ca. Functional diagram and table for chip G, a 4013 
dual flip flop (one one is used). 

The set and reset lines pull Q and Q high, 
respectively, when they go high. Q and Q remain 
high when set and reset go low (this is known as 
DC override). A positive going edge on the clock 
line transfers the data line value to Q. The 
negative going edge does nothing. Pins 8, 9, 10, 
and 11 (input lines to the second flip flop) 
are tied to ground. 
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Figure e9. Functional diagram for chips H and I, 
4081 and gates. 

On chip I, pins 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 
and 13 are tied to ground 
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Chip J is a monostable multivibrator. It is configured 

exactly the same way as the one in the CTLA line, with the follow

ing exceptions: a resistor is inserted between pin 1 (Q) and pin 

14 (+SV) to pull Q up hard (RQ = 1 Kn); 

R. = 10 Kn and C. = 0.184 af, giving 
J J 

t = .7RC = 1.288 msec. 

t may probably be made shorter without ill effect. Trying it may 

speed up operations, if time is critical. 

Chip K is labelled S7449 N7409A. I think it has a common 

emitter output transistor. Its function is to pull line 22, the 

FLGB line, low when Q goes low. ~ = 1.2 Kn. 

The timing and signal levels for the input handshake which 

result from this circuitry are in a leading edge format. See 

Figure C10. 
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Figure C10. Timing and signal levels for the input 
handshake (leading edge format). 

T = 1. 288 msec 
t = 0.15 msec 
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APPENDIX D 

ABBE REFRACTOMETER INSTRUCTIONS 

This appendix is included because the explicit instructions 

for use of the instrument can never be found when they are needed. 
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MC:lsurement of Index 

Tht" ~~illc is cn~r;'I\"cd to read directJ~' in terms oC the D-index. In making 
1 nu:;t:o;urcmcnt, :liter hll\'jng placed the sample on the instrument, first 
lchromatize the tolal reflection dividing line and then place this line at the 
ntcr!lcclion of the cross-lines in the eyepiece by turning the fine adjustment 
cnob. The· D-index value may be rcad dircctl)' through the snmc eye
)icce b)' operating the momentary contact switch. 

Measurement of Disp~rsion 

When the totnl reflection dividing line hns been achromntized, the 
:ompcnsating prism scale reading may be used to caJculate the dispersion 

:"F-"C) oC the sample. There ~\'ilI be two positions oC the compensating 

)ri~m ~calc symmetrically disposed with respect to the zero oC the scale at 
\'hich this achromatization occurs. Ie measurements oC the highest accuracy 
.re desired, the mean of the settings made on both sides oC zero should be 
lscd. When the D-index and the compensating prism scale readings are 

cnown, the dispersion (nF-nC) can be calculated Crom the v~Jues given 

;n TABLE 1 and TABLE II. . 

Use of the Dispersion Tnbles 

The dispersion or a substance is found b}' the usc oC the following (or
,'",I01:"F -"C =- A+ (fix C). The values for A nnu B depend on the D-index 
I r \b~ s:,mple, nnd t~Ci' may be determined b>' referring to Table I. The 
. I'~l" for C, which depends on the compensator scale reading. may be 
1 >:.lincd from T<lblc 11. Note that in each of these tables, columns of differ
. :::-':-\,:llucs appear. Thcse are inserted to facilitClte the interpolation 
l.,·tw('cn ~uccessive numbers. As an illustration of the method of mClking 
tr.t' interpolation, refer to TClbie 11. If the compensator 8c<lle rCClding is 16.5, 
'. \' note that this number is midwa\' between 16 and 17 Clnd hence, the 
, .• hu: for C is midw~y between -0.669 and -0.629. HalC the difference
, .he is -20, a!,d hence, C - -0.649. 
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Calculation of Dispersion 

lst&ampl~ . 
Index nn - 1.6585 

Compensator Scale Reading ... 15.5 
From Table I A .. 0.02438/ 

. From Table I B - 0.01596 
From Table II C - -0.688 

Thull nF - nC - 0.02438 + 0.01596 (-0.688) 

.. 0.02438 - 0.01098 - 0.01340 

2nd bam pIe 
Index nD - 1.3330 

Compensator Scale Reading ... 17.6 
From Table I A - 0.02476 
From Table I B - 0.03097 
From Table II C ... -0.604 

Thus nF_nC - 0.02476 + 0.03097 (-0.604) 

- 0.02476 - 0.01871 - 0.00605 

, Calculation of -y·Value 

The 'Y.value of a substance is c:llculated from the: following forr. 

"0-1 
'Y - ---nF_nC 

Hence, in the first example above, the "1-vaJue is: 
1.6585 -1 _ 49 1 

0.01340 . 

In th~ aecond example, ~hc 'Y.value is: 

1.3330 -1 _ 55.0 
0.00605 

1i'8 
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TABLE.! 

'0 n Di((en:nces B, Di((erenc:ea 
• t'" 0 O:l"~3 - 0(, 0 031.3 - 12 
!" 0 n~""'. - t)!1 0 03131 - 14 
~,. 0 ~"'B2 - 05 0 03111 - 15 
It) 0 O~"" - 05 0 031"2 - 17 
~~ ° CI~"'2 - O!l 0 030es - 18 
~I' ° 0::!"4C7 - OS 0 03061 - 19 
~n ° O:l·~2 - 05 0 0'0048 - aa 
-:-r, ° 0:!"!I7 - 0" ° 03026 - 22 
~o n Ol'''S, - 0" 0 OlOO. - 204 
"C' ° O~""9 - 0" 0 02980 - 26 

I~('t 0 0' .... 5 - O. 0 0295. - 21 
H' 0 0;!'''1 - 004 ° 02927 - 29 
:-!~ n O:!'" - 03 0 02"98 - '1 
~:) 0 0~.'4 - 03 0 02867 - 32 
':0 0 n:l'31 - 03 0 02835 - 3. 
0;0 0 0:t.~8 =' 03 O· 0281'11 - 35 
~O 0 0:!!&25 - 03 0 02166 31 
':'(1 0 0:!'22 - o:! 0 0:1729 : .39 
II=' n C'!~"~o - (12 0 02~90 - 041 
00 0 O:!·U - 0' 0 02~.9 - .. 3 -sen 0 0:!"16 - O;! 0 O:UO.G-- ._- '5 

·-10 C n:! "14, - 01 0 0251S! .. - 46 
·20·- .. ::I (,':!"1~- ~- 01- ... 0.0:515 -- .9 
'0 . 0 0;0 .... 2 - 01 0 02'66 - 51 
"0 0 Co2'11 00 0 02.15 - 53 
50 0 02.11 00 0 02362 - 56 
<SO 0 0:1"11 00 0 02306 - 58 
'70 0 Q:!"11 + 01 0 023"8 - 60 
"0 0 O:!"l~ + 01 0 02180 - 6. 
90 0 O~"lJ + 0:1 a 0212" - 66 

6~0 C' 0""15 + 02 0 02058 - 70 
.~ 0 <' 0';'''11 + OJ 0 01988 - 73 
20 . 0 j"!"20 + 03 0 01915 - 7 7 ~. 

30 

I 
(,' "".';'l + (I. 0 0183" - 81 

.. r. 0 f'!2";!7 + OS C 01757 - 85 
(sc 0 t'~·32· + 07 a 01672 - 90. 

61) 

I 
~ <'''''39 + 07 0 0158a - 96 

·1 :) tI ,,:'4046 + 08 a 01"86 -103 
-0 C C:l"S. + 11 0 0118 l -110 
.. 0 I 0 'l? ... 1i5 + 12 0 01273 -L19 

'7 ')!' 0 Oll .71 + Lli 0 0115" -131 
!"! i 0 ~204'3 0 01023 

:/:" .. ' 
Series .522 
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nF - nC .. A + (B x C) 

TABLE II 

~ompen-
Drum C pifferences 

lator 
C Dillerenttl 

Reading Sc:Ilc 
Rearlinq 

0 -l'QOO - 1 30 0 000 +,52 
1 -0 9Q9 - 4 31 +0 052 +52 
2 -0 995 - 7 3:1 +0 104 +,52 
3 -0 988 - 10 :J3 +0 156 +,52 
4 -0 978 -13 J4 +u 20 8 +51 
5 -0 966 - \5 35 +0 259 +50 
6 -0 951 -17 )6 +0 )09 +.9 ., -0 9'A -lIO '7 +0 )5S +.9 
8 -0 914 : 2) ,&- +0 407 +.7 
Q -0 891 _ 2 S )9 +0 45'4 +.6 

10 -0 866 _ :!7 40 +0 500 +~5 
11 -0 A39 _ 30 .~ 1 +0 5A5 ~.) 

12 -0 809 _ 32 42 +0 588 +.1 
13 -0 777 _ 34 43 +0 629 +.G 
14 =3 7A) _ '6 A,4 +0 669 +)8 
1 , 707 _ l e 4, +0 7'J7 +36 
1.15 -0 669" _ 4 0 46 +0 7 A ) t)4 
1'7 -0 629 _ 41- A7 +0 777 TJ2 
18 -0 588 -" , 48 +0 809 +'0 
19 '-0 SAS _ 45 49 +0 S 37 +27 
20 -0 500 _ 46 50 +0 eS6 ;. 2 5 
:2 1 -0 454 _ 47 51 +0 991 +23 
22 -.0 407 _ "9 52 +0 91A +20 
a3 -0 )58 _ 49 53 +0 9) A +17 

. a 4 -0 309 _ SO SA +0 951 +15 
as -0 259 _ 51 55 +0 966 +12 
26 -0 a08 _ sa 515 +0 978 +10 
37 -0 156 _ 52 57 +0 9SS + 7 
28 - 0 104 _ 52 58 +0 995 + A 

3 0 -0 053 _ sa 5~ +0 999 + 1 
30 0 000 60 tl 000 
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